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ABSTRACT
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A. SUMMARY OF STATEMZNTS

.

For easy reference, we have' summarized the problems and

solutions identified by various theatre organizations In Tables 1 and 2.
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Donald Grody

.
Actors' Eqyity Assn, 0

November 301 197

' The major problem confronting the theatre artist today, as described

by his union Equity, as well as ty the actor himself,' is unemployment. I

..,t4

1

uld venture the heresy that this d-e.scriptiOn results frdm looking through

t e wrong:end of the telescope, describing the.syntpton of the disease, and

not the disease itself. The chief problemlof the,actor Is the failure of

society sufficiently to appreciate materially and esthetically, his con-

tribution.
U

latecially; the society oread legislature- in a most higgardly fAhion
. .

dispenses its largesse to the4theatre. With a budget of half 4trillion1

dolla7s --that's five ollowed by eleven zeros. 6 million ddllars for the

theatre hardly seems ufficient. -Iti.terms that'iight be understood, that
. ,

means about one/one hundred thbusandth of the total U.S. budgef. If the
,

, Congress feels we_are worth that little Why should the polity feel other-

wise. Yet the failure of,the federal gOvernment.as well as the multitude of A

state and municipal government& to acknowledge the thsatre's cOntributionto

the American scene. in purely economic terms need /Tot be,laid entirely.at the

legislators' doer. The theatre has failed institutionally to assert the

..xremains a cottage dustry'as we l as a cdllaborative art form, it requires
1dependency of other industries on the theatre's- success. As the theatre

in
6.4

m the employment of a host of other workers with diverse skills. Koreover,_

the theatre does not exist.in 4 vacuum but must rely on or bnlargeoiployment

in such diverse systems and industries as transportation, retailing,

restaurants, hOtel, to name but a few. But a decent symbiosis has not yet
-

been created between the purveyors of"theatre and the bureaucrats in govern-

ment. Where are the studies of the Department of Labor as,to employment

patterns and earnings in the theatre? Where are the iata of the Commerce

7.epartment to detail the interrelationships among the many disparate

employing entities within the,theatre without*which the theatre does not

exist? Why, in the 200th year qf Our Independence, is there no defined

.POlicy Fxecutively or Congressionally-proclaimed which charts 4 course

for the theatre and mandates Massive governmental support.

Esthetically there is only silence: Regrettably, the theatre is still

a plaything, a frill in the Minds of most. To the terrible detriment of our

Nation, tens of nfillions aro denied the qpportunity to be Made,alive to the

beauty,of our language and to the challenge of ideas. Is it not time for 1.
.
.

the redemOtion of Adams' p dge.thalt: "I mtist study politics and war so that

my sons may have liberty*- liberty to ,study mathematics and philosophy,

.0
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0

geography, natural history, naval architecture,.navigation, commerce and

agricvlture: in order to give their children a right to 'Study:painting,

poetry'', music, archi.tecture...."

-There being no virtue in polemicism alone. I would restate the "un-

'employmenedilemma in these terms: There are probably 'not enough actors'to

fill all the jobs that want filling in the theatre if the needs of the

:,peopld were satisfied by the Government. This, then, is the principal
,

problem, to obtain acknowledgment that the theatre is a part of the cir-

culatory system of this Nation and that nothing less than a Commitment in

the grargest terms,possible Can be acceptable.

Grand schemes and generalizations aside, what can be dol=te now,

momentarily, to assist the thea)tre artists --and the audience.- For'one,,

thing, Actori' Equity Association, a union of a.ctord 23,000 strong, has a

plan for a National Theatre which can be bought for a pittance terms'

of ou: National Budget. For the paltry,sum of SO,million dollars, we can

provide a theatre in every state. ,And when we say SSD:million, we are being
I

conservative, because at that price you cOUld give the tickets away. (which

may not be a bad idea, since libraries and public schools are free.) This

idea, supported.by the data accUmulated from the operations of theatres

throughout the Nation which function'under union contracts, has so far

Stimulated no one to great activity. Perhaps it is not complicated enough.

Perhapi it shouid suggest a feasibility study to be followed by a panel of

experts who will bring to bear all the expertise of their varidys disciplines.

But the idea is sound, it doesn't cost very much, and,,it can work.

Following the concept of.a broad-based National Theatre which, I

hasten to advise, did not come from any producer but from the union of

theatre actors in the United States, is the fact that there h s bein a. IrN

studied reluctance to permit the participation of performin arttst Unions'

,
representation on the governing boards of theatres, on the state and federa1 .

counbils that promulgate cultural policy and in the private and public

convocations where "artistic" pOlicy is discussed and decided. The current

debate in the, arts wor,l.d whicl)Fcenters about populism and elitism is per-

tinent. To stIggeSt, that elitism means that we should ever strive for ttle

best, ft:r excellence, begs the question.f The,real issue is: shall the arts

be permitteT to become popular, i.e., shall tAey be available to the people.

And,- ineluctably, who,shall decide whatjs ?popular" fare. In a .time when

the media are all-powerful,
.161 to, strident to suggest that the style-

setteil and the pattern-makers don't know,their elbows from their armpits -to

coin

1 4

I.



a euphem All this, it seems to me, suggests grerrgr paqieipation from

among the acters and their representatives, who surely possets at.least an

equal degree of discernment about the needs of theatre-goerxr-the media .

specialists, educators and corporate directors who usually make thetjudgments.

Theatres and theatre workrs are natural resouerces and need to be

subsidized. The antiquated tax structure uhder which Most-theatres operate -

needs.examination and overhaul. If 4 theatre is to be treated simply as a

piece,of real- estate, and I don't believe it should:then at the very Least

the revenues should be recycled so that the theatre, as a whole, may

benefit.

Because of the vagaiiis in eMployment ofActors there must be afforded

greater survival guarantees so that their capacitylifor creation is nbt too

severely diminished. Public andiprivate stati'stics=confirm that Actors as

a group belong to-the class known as working poor. As such,-they are
,

entitled to the special concern which the nation attaches to that class.

Artists' housing tacilities, such as Manhattan plapa in New York City, are

only a first st . We need More Manhattan Plazas and in otiptr cities

throughout the L4tion. At a time when other natural resources are being

too quickly dep d4theatres and.tAatre artists suffer from under-

utilization. Te.Us must be uied fog. ore than 24 hours a week,which

is customary, and an alliance must be establiihed between the eduCation4

system and the Theatre so th4rityr youthipan begin at leist.as early as

school age to an^reciate'the va14e of life performance ror which there s

no subs10.tute. In take hours betw4e and 12 in the morning, Theatres all

ever the nation should be filled w th cy.ldrenes laughter, as Theatre

between'9,and 11 in the evening de ight the parents of those children.

Finally, actors and others in nd out of_ the theatre can suppor

9'.J. Res. 600 (9Sth'Cong., 1st Sess.), a proposed joint resol tion of oshe

Congress to have a White House Conference on the Arts, in 1979 Serral years

'late in terms of the Carter Administration, but at least a step in the

right direction. The reso ution would declare, among,other t.hkngs, "that

the development and encour gemen't of arts activity in the United States are

of the utmost importance n the' Natin's life and'heritage, that cdincern

for the quality of l*Ze in he Unitltd States requlres constant,dedicatqom,

planning and reflection on the state of the ai.ts in the Nation; and that the

arts have an increasingly significant impact on the economic sector of our 011



society," I .-do not taie these sentences to be high-sound,ing rhetoric

and nothing more. 'r takes these words to be a part of,the important

business of thisiNation and I ask all theatre constituents to challange

the. proponents of this Jolnt Resolution to make the. dream of H.J. Res.

600, and Adams' assertion, a reality.

1

. 1
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A COOPERATIVE`ORGANIZATION ESTABLISHED TO PROMOTE RECOGNITION FOR OFF OFF BROADWAY AS
A SIGNIFICANT CULTURAL FORCE AND TO HELP ITS MEMBER THEATRES ACHIEVE THEIR-ARTISTIC GOALS

152 WEST 55th STREET, NO. 2011, NEW YOR K 115019 (212) 757-4473

Thank you for your consideration.

The 00BA Staff

Ellen Rudolph
Kimberly S, Myirs
Beth-Ellen Keyes

I
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To: Robert Anderson

From: EllenAz Rudolph; Executive Director, Off Off Broadway All(ake (00BA) -

'Date: October 28, 1977

Re; Conditions and Needs of the Off Off Broadway Theatre Movemiht

An identifying characteristic of almost any of, the amlre than 200 Off Off

Broadway theatres is the "developmental" nature of their work: the concern

with process, Ond with growth, and with the nurturing of the living artist.

The "institutionalization" of thete theatres -- structuring them on a'year-

,

.4

round basis, with a consistency Of adthinistrative, technical, and artistic

leadership,and support staff -- is an, attempt to stimulate this atmosphere
4

for growth. Because of this concern foir process, neither artists nor audience

" .

feel cheated or "ripped off" when a particular theatre piece does not gel,

does not provide 100% satisfaction. Rather, thereji an,awareneis that the'

.work must continue. (Much education of critics, the public -- even Board

Members -- is still needed. As the theatres become more visible, and as

many productions do move to the commercial arena, the process is often, for-

gotten and the critics and public begin to,ask: "What is your next hit?"

"Why ddn't you have.something moving this year?")

The theatres' institutionalization, which stresses consistency of

personnel, has'allowed the Off Off Broadway theatres tO develop very unique

identities; i.e. a Circle Repertory Company production has a stamp of

its own and is recognizable as very different from a Playwrights Horizons

production, or an Interart Theatre production. All are excellent and

very different., The productions are different from each other not just

because of different scripts or different budgets or different "houses,"

but because of different "support'systems." A Circle Repertory Company

production, for example, could not have been created in any other environment.

The Off Off Broadway theatres are not just 'thouses", or interchangeable

auditoriums; they are families. (Throughout theatrical history, the most
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creittivi"work has occurred when this kind of extended artistic family has

_ existed -- people.who work together again and again. Our best commercial

'theatre work also occurs in this atmosphere -- e.g. the Prtnce-Sondheim

.,' combination; or the former production technical teams headed by then-
, 1

production stagemanager Porter. Van Zandt. The,difference between develop-

menZ: and-commerctekrtheatre ir that in developmental' theatre' this family

, -

I

and process-oriented way of working is.the rule -- not the exception.)

A. theatre determiried to nurture the living artist -- the Off Off

Broadway theatre --will often choose a play not because'it is the best,

most perfeclt, most potentially populariplay ever written, but because

the theatre believei in the writer. A given theatre may decide that the

best way to help a particular writer is with a staged reading - - or perhaps

with a full production, and then a later staged reading to take a look at

some of the changes made. An iudience has emerged which understands this

emphasis and wants to be part of the artist's growtht The Off Off Broadway

audienCe is still an active, part of the experimentt,part of a community-- as,

the Broadway audience was in the late 1920's to 1940's: The Off Off

Broadway theatre is providing a true theatrical alternative (artistically,

locially, and economically) to the theatregoing public.

The-future "National Theatre" lies in the not-for-profit network of

theatres across the country, and Off Off Broadway is not only a part of

* that network, but.is the seedbed for much of the work that the entire network'

is doing or will eventually do. Because of Off Off Broadway's prtmary com-

mitment to the work of the living artist, to an extent greater than within 1 ''--- II

any other theatre constituency, and because of the influence of New York

I/City in the nation's arts activities,,these theatrei are in a position to

profoundly affect the future course of the American Theatre. Off Off
li
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ideas are now filtering into the mainstream of new ideas, new

forms, aro styles. On any given dainow, at least 1/3 of the New York Times

ABC commercial theatre listings have originated in Our developmental thentres.

The developmental theatre community is beginning to realizerthat it has

. of

great strength collectively, and that if used property, a National Theatre

can irise in America.

SOME PROBLEMS
1

In general, the Off Off Broadway theatres are Oorking with a higler level

of sophistication not th/te was true five years ago. This ls partly due to

the greater accessibility of information -- from the larger theatres, from

funding sources, from service orgagizationkand to major subsidy frmn funding

sources.such as the Neo York tite Council on the-Arts. The theatres are.at

a point of traniition that throws emphasis on the pains of growing larger

and move complex, while maintaining a commitment to the ideals and an ident

from an earlier, simpler time.

The problem with some of the theatres, is that,they have been doing

top-quality professional theatre on a community theatre budget. A theatre

can make-a go of it for only so long based on the charisma and energy and

vision of its leadership. Sooner orlater those wonderful qualities have to

be backed up with CASH or the theatre begint td deteriorate.

This is where the real problem arises:- the-bigger a theatre in chi 0

Off Off Broadway movement grows, the more time the artistic director has to

spend away from the theatre. One third of his/her time can be spent trying

to raise money -- not always successfully.- Since the need for Vent money

t so-fat exceeds the amount of money available, the Competition for funding

dollars'is fierce.. Huge chunks of time must be spent writing proposals, going,

to meetings, and.explaining onenelf over and, ove ag in and most often,

getting rejections. The artistic leadership o the t tre belongs' IN the
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theatre, superyising the production of plays. Ris/her presence is essential

fer.the art of the theatre to flourish. But unfortunately, time must also.be

spent at luncheons, cocktails, etc., just mingling with the'thepire community .

to be sure everyone knows you are there arid wliat it is that lir are doing.

"Mingling" becomes a real art form -- mingling in order to get to know a .

program officer, in hopes of getting an interview so that NEXY YEAR you might

get a bit of cash. (Nice as program officers-might be, your problem when you

see them is -1,Ioney. More established regtonal theatres- LORT theatres - are

usually in better.shape becave they are more apt to be ible4to hire first-rate

adthinistrative staff to carry more of the liason and fund raising burden. ToC
4

few Off Off Broadway theatres are fortunate enough to have the highly talented
,1

full time administriiors necessary.) Several very fine artistic di4ctors are,

, cOn ering leaving the theatre because of this increasingly consuming part

of eir jobs. They Are finding it hard to focus on who they-are. The Off

Off Broadway theatre is iA serious trouble if ii begins to loskits artistic

leadership. This constituency must find a-way to employ the quality of ad -

;Pi

7 6inistrative suOport it meeds: ,And the whole system of funding must be

serfously questioned. (Off Off Broadway stands for the plate which guarantees

the right to begin, and if necessary, to begin again. 'When one theatre grows, .

,there is a newer, smaller one to filt-its place. When one theatre fails, five'

more take its place. But Off Off Broadway must also stand for the place which,

nurtures you as you CONTINUE. The largest of the Off Off Broadway theatres

are sometimes caught in ae void between funding sources that provide "seed'

monell and thosewhich favor "major institutions.")

One of the financial mainstays of tle entire arena has been the TOF

Voucher Program - a totally democratic means of support that puts the burden

of choice on the theatregoer and the burden of initiative (through inexpensive
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promotion possibilities) on the theatres. Mere suph programs are needed --

programs,4n which ho value judgements are made ind the theatres stand or

fall by their own viability.

One of the most complex problems which the Off Off Broadway theatres

face is unionism. The climate which nurtUres the conditions and processes
4-

which encourage these theatres to thrive is one relatively:free of union re-

strictiOns (as the'99-seat waiver houses in Los Angeles have found). Off Off

Broadway management does not deny thai artists must be guaranteed the right

to work with dignity, in faCt the management insists on it. But "dignity"

within the small, deVelopmental theatres includes the nature of the work

itself -- tpe chance to be part of the discovery of a new facet Of ones own'

talent, and to share in the excitement surrounding the birth of a new idee,

a new vision. "Dignity" cannot always be defineck.in fiscal terms whfch apply

to a kind of artistic organism which is NOT Off Off Broadway. The actors in

the Actors Equity Union, for example, want and need to work in Off Off Broadway

theatres -- not only actors who are getting their first jobs, but highly skiiled,

highly visible,* established talent who need to return tooOff Off groaaway

several times a yearin'order to experiment. (They also knownow that maw

of the'longest running roles on Broadway pill come out of a showiase production

that "moves.") the actors know that union overprotection to the point Of

strangulation of' an Off Off Broadway theatre is NOT what they need. (It should

be noted that more and more, the differences among the various theatre arenas

are eitlpricontractual or philosophical, not differences in the quality of

talent. Actors circulate freely aMolg Broadway, Regional, and Off Off

Broadway theatres.)

The Actors Equity Showcase Code, under which many of the theatres

function, is also partly responsible for tie low earned income potential Of

most of the theatres. The Code allows only 12 performances of a'production,
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which is prohibitively restrictive. Thcaudience builOs as a show is about

to close. The theatre then, in order to attract funding subsidy., must turn

itself into an "institution" which does many productions a year in order to

show that it is "here-to stay" and often must begin to have subscription

drives or spend muchrti,ie fund raising even before it knows what -- or who

the theatre is about. Surely, it is not simple to begin to solve any bf this,

or even to find where the problem really begins but the questioning must

jbegin now.

Ae
The struggle to make Actors Equity understand how the Off Off Broadway

theatres work, and what they are trying.to do, is ongoing, and the Society

of Stage Directors and Choreographers (SSD & C) is now hoton..the. trail. As.
II

,operating budgets increase and more theatres go on versions of thcAEA Off

Broadway contract (they sign these contracts, and/or pay equivalent rates as ..

ar li

soon as they can afford it), the technical and press_agent uniohs will follow
II

/suit. Also, the Dramatists Guild is trying to establish a prototypical Off

f Off Broadway playwrights contract. . II
,

All of these organizations or.unions clearly shoulcrbe trying to protect '

their members. However, Off Off Broadway cannot continue to be the major source
, .

of nourishment to the American Theatre which it is now, if unionism DENIES the

artist the right to'practice the art. We must learn from the history of Off

Broadway in the 60's'that theatres must be given the right to begin, without
,

pressuret'sokthat they may have the opportuhity to grow and prosper. A healthy

t

Off Off Broadway*movement gives birth to a major portion of shows which "go to

. contract" and providelyears of PAID work liire for our artists.

The next most important problem area concerns SPACE and THE CITY itself.

On Spetember 27, 1977, Mayor and Mrs. Beams joined with 00BA in hosting a press

briefing at dracie Oansion which celebrated the history and future of the

Off Off Broadway movement. In attendance were artists and administrators

0
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film the City's almost 200 developmental theatres -- e.g. Ellen Stewart

from LaMima; Robert M66,:from Piaywrights Horlions and the 42nd Street Gangel

Marshall ASson from Circle Repertory Company, Lynne Meadow from the Manhattan

-Thad:re Club, WoOdie King from Henry Street's New Federal Theatre,. as well

as Claude ShostalIuld hii staff, leading representatives of thi New York

' and Long Iilinfressgnd the staffs and boardiembers of the arena's most'

supportive funding sources: This press briefing was, we hope, the beginning-
f

of what must develop into a concrete, mutually supportive connection between

.

the City and its developmental theatres.

These theatre organizations are now locked into the economic redevelop7

ment of many Of New York City's neighlAoods. (Almost withdui excepiion, any

area of the City which can again be called a "neighborhood" has some kind of

arts activity at, or embracing, its center.) The theatres are recycling

previously unusable or undesirable spaces all over the city and bringi4

communities back to life.

iTwo of the major problems whic lc the theatres face depend largely on t

City's attitude toward the theatres:. 1 .... the problem of finding non-traditional

spaces in which theatre can be created and performed, and then renovating

thesespaces and bringing them "up to code" (for the mutual good of both
1

City and Theatres, this area demands innovative thtnking, including possible
,

plans for ownership of the space not unlike "Sweat Equity" and other creative

and enlightened mortgaging and banking projects); and 2 - the theatres'

inability, thus far, to hook into the information systems within the City

which could be of help -- e.g. information regarding Manpowergrants and Real

Estate Board decisions. The theatres are asking for a partnership in the
t

a

Amonomic redevelopment of the City. They must develop a system of support for

their theatres within the myriad City Departments which effect them -- a system*which

will nurture the theatres and build the City. (Eventually, it seems, in any

field 'that has aeything to do with people, one comes up against problals of

IN
property and real estate. In a city like New York, where almost every theatre ,
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is a tenant, and where real estate is at a premitsn, thetheatres fight over-
!

whelming odds to survive. The myriad regulations and requirements to occupy:

a building which they often do not codtrol are a constant drain on already

taxed creative energies.)

During the past several years, the Off Off Broadway theatres have come ,

to realize the value of collectivism in tackling many of their proble6s. Their

sense of community is strong now, and service organizations like 00BA and the

Black TheatreAlliince,(BTA) and Association for Hispanic Arts (AMA), augmented

by-recently supportive activities of excellent service,Organizations like/WCG

(Theatre Communications Group) and FEDAPT (Foundation for the Extension and

Development of the American Professional Theatre), are working toward

creative solUtions. The theatreshre pooling information and expertise. The

aggressive and creative leadership of service organizations must stimulate

a nourishing envtronment for developmental theatres which function in a

very difficult citi. (Theatres which belo4 to these organizations are striking

the important balance between Protecting their individuality -- the Off Off

Broadway arena must never homogenize -- and collectivity.)

CONNECTIONS TO COMMERCIAL THEATRE

In the past three years:many theatres hvie grown strong partially

because they have had one or more very successful and very popular produttions

which have been "moved" either to Off Broadway'or to Broadway. In some cases,

the move has made a great financial and/or credibility impact onIthe Off Off

Bivadway theatre involved. It has been a wonderful exchange for the Off Off

Broadway theatie, for the commercial theatre, for the audience, and most

particularly, for the artists involved. There_are several very real dangers,

1

1

1

II

1

however:
..

"Moving" productions is not what Off Off Broadway is ABOUT. A production

25
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must nal be chosen because of its potential for popular, coinmereal success.

If the "move" happens, wonderful. But as soon as "move" becomes1hmotive",

the process, growth, experimentelfmeaning of Off Off Broadway di appears. Off

Off Broadway as "alternative" disappears.

To quote Phil BlUmberg, the literary manager at PAF'Playhoute on Long

Island:"We must continue to affirm the differences between commerciail ana,non.

OP

commercial art. Unfortuhately, the current ridancial crisis in the arts has

driven these different theatres closer and closer together and this new

alliance may prove a dangbrous one. Regional theatres are now providing cheap

testing grounds'for commekcially based work. These groups look to Broackay

,

as a means of earning needed cash and attractiiig.the attention of funding

sources. Yet producing plays solely because Of their commeicial viability ol,

even worse, seiving as try-out centers for Broadway-bound plays, be they Brecht

musicals or Alan Alckroyd farces, can only dilute the particular identity.of

.a theatre. Broadway has a responsibility to its investors, non-Commercial

groups have a respbnsibility to the development of theatre arts, and these

two duties cannot always be reconciled. Ifiesident theetres begin to see

their work in terms of individual hits and ops, this nevi alliance between

Broadway and then-commercial theatre wil have destroyed the very movement

it was trying to save."

If the segment of Off Off 'Broadway th t exists fot4 the sake of experimen-

tation and the discovery of a theatrical ternative is ignored or left to

die because of too muph emphasis on what s potentially com emrciall. Off Off

Broadway will'go the sterile and strangl wey of the old Off Broadway and

yet another fringe genre with three :of 1 wiil have to be invented as reaction.

t,

lEBR:bek
cc: John Bos, Director, Performing A NYSCA

Robert Marx, Director, Theatre P ram NYSCA

Ruth Neyleas. Theatre Progress N

enc: GOBA Niftory. 000A4Fact Sheet

Ve.



OFF OFF BROADWAY ALLIANCE

History

In January, 1972, the Black-Baumol Study of the New,York Theatre (conducted

under' the auspices of the New York City Culturel Council and the New York

State Council on the Arts) was published. In February of that year, a

hearing wat conducted at Wch the Study was discussed. It was evident

by the end of that heari , that while several important theatre community

problems were analyzed in e Black-Baumol report, the conditions and

importance of the Off Off Brbadway community had been itabst totally .

ignored. 4

,

Many speakers at the hearing forcefully pointed out that a flourishing Off

Off.Broadway is crucial to the fu ure of-American theatre. The Off Off

Broadway Alliance wasp formed as a ,1 diate response to this study: At a

meeting follOwing the hearing, theAlt ance organized itself as a permanent
do body, elected officers and an executiv,é committee, and began work on obtaining

non-profit, ta*-exempt, corporate st us. It also began the first comprehensive

statpitical study of the activities of Off Off Broadway.

There were vast differences in the philosophies, needs, and personalities in

the Off Off,Broadway community (as there always will be.). 008A provided a

forum where these differences could be aired and resolved when they concerned

matters in the common interest, without subtly inhibiting or interfering in

any way with the individuillitid-creativaVisions which made our moveMent

a.unique and vitatforce in the American theatre.

In September 1972, a central service office for members of the Alliance wai

established with grants from New York State Council on thei!..Arts, the kockefeller

Brothers Fund, and Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York.

Today

00BA is a coalition of New Yorktity's major not.for-prkfit, .professional

Off Off Broadway theatres. Through advocacy, training kojects, publications,
dissemination of information, fund raising, audience development, administrative'

problem-solving, and representation in union negotiattons, 00BA works to

nurture the conditions and processes which allow these theatres to thrive.

The cOalition serves both the theatres -- by solving mutual problems of

credibility and acceisibility, and the public -- by keeping it informed of

the important changes within the theatres. 008A also represents the theatres

in discussions with other profeisional theatre,arenis, and-most important

in all of its activities, 008A encourages the exchange of ideas and information .4
among its member theatres.

2
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oit

The following statistics are provided as an indication of the development

of the Off Off Broadway arena over the past few years, and its current

,statu54sa major- foree-in- the -theatre -today.

A. Fundiqg:

1.. This information was provided by the New York State Council

on the Arts, a major funding source for the Off Off Broadway

theatre.

SEE INSERT A

2. In 1976-77, $469,945.00 which represents 61% of irie money

spent by the Theatre Program of the National Endowment for

the Arts for the category of Developmental Theatre went to

Off Off Broadway. ,

B. Relationsbip of Off Off Broadway to other Theatre Arenas:

The follaaing statistics, Provided courtesy of Actors' Equity

Association, indicate the extent to.which Off Off Broadway has

become an important resource for Off Broadway, Broadway, Regional

aneTouring productions.

SEE INSERT 8
4.

C. Off Off Broadway as a Developmental Ground for Performing Artists:

We present this list of rdspected theatre professionals who have

worked in the Off Off Broadway arena, many of whom continue to dO

SO.
Greg Antonacci
William Atherton,

, Thomas Babe,
Lenny Baker
John Lee Beatty
Eileen Brennan
Kenneth Cavender
John Cazale
Robert Christian,
Joan Copeland

. Michael Cristofer

2 &

Gretchen Cryer
Ruby Dee
Robert De Niro
David Dukea
Charles Dimling
Robert Duvall
Christopher Durang
Maria Irene Fornes
Joanna Glass
Ellen Greene
Tammy.Grimes



C. :..Performing Artists, contd:

Gene Hackman
Jack Heifner
Ed Hermann
Pat Hingle
Dustin Hoffman'
Albert Innaurato
Corinne Jacker
Carol Kane
Ed Kleban
Woodie King
Selicley Knight

Swoosie Kurtz
Viveca Lindfors
Lawrence Luckinbill
John Lithgow
Donald Madden
Richard Maltby
Nancy Marchand
Lanford Wilson
Kathleen Widdows

Roberta Maxwell
Kevin McDermott
Terrence McNally
Mark Medoff.
Stephanie Mills
Edna O'Brien
Kevin O'Connor
Tom O'Horgan
Aj.jaelno
ustin Pendleton
Paul Rudd
Gilda Radner
Chris Sarandon
Roy Scheider
Maria Tucci
George Yoskoyec
Chris Walken
Ralph Waite
Henry Winkler
Garland Wright

Also, in studying the recent programs:of ihe following MajOr regional

theatres: Guthrie,,Arena Stage, Center Stage, Seattle Rep., Long Wharf,
Mark Taper Forum, McCarter Theatre; Goodman Theatre:we found that
148 actors had Off Off Broadway credits in their biographies.

Off Off Broadway productions account for a large portion of the theatre

Off Off Broadway p.rodOctiOns. Off aff Broadway is also the Majdr source

activity in New York City today. -- last year there were.more than 550

of new plays.-- atleast 877 new plays were produced between 1972 and 1975,

and atleast 200 were produced during the the 1976-77 -ieason alone.

1
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NYSCA THEATRE PROGRAM: FUNDING HISTOgY 1974-75 to 1977-78

)

total total total total total total % of

year Theatre number number of number of number of amount Theatre

Program of applications 008 . funded 00B spent on Program

Budget applications funded applications applications 008 Budget

-1974-75 $ 4,637:469. .

1976-16 3,769,634

1976-77 3,082,110

1977-78 2,950,000.

255 135 85 56 $947,757

315 125 111 41 915.420

292 138 1T5 56 888,200

294 115

21%

24%

29%



*INSERT

Production

OFF OFF BROADWAY SHOWS THAT'HAVE R3VED ON TO CONTRACT

Off Off B.Way Theatre

A CHORUS LINE
BUBBLING BROWN SUGAR
FOR COLORED GIRLS ...
GEMINI

. VANITIES

1965/66
THE OFFICE
UNDERCOVER MAN
6 FROM LA MAMA

WAR/BIRDBATH,
THE RECLUSE - CHICAGO
THANK YOU,,MISS VICTORIA
THIS IS THE RILL SPEAKING

1966/67
NUM HURRAH
THE GOLDEN SCREW
I'M REALLY HERE
GORILLA QUEEN
THE KITCHEN

196//68

DAMES AT SEA
TOM PAINE
IN CIRCLES
RED CROSS
HAROLD ARLEN'S SONG BOOK
THOUGHTS 9N THE'INSTANT OF ,

GREETING A FRIEND ON THE STREET

ari83464 THE BAND
FUTZ
PEACE

1969/70
THE1DIR1IEST SHOW IN TOWN
NO PLACE TO BEIOMEBODY
THE LAST SWEET DAYS OF ISAAC
PROMENADE
GLORIA AND ESPERANZA,
THE BLACK QUARTET
SLAVE SHIP
LEONE SKY

N.Y. Shakespeare Festival
AMAS Rep. Theatre
Henry Street Settlement
Playwrights Horizons
Playwrights Horizons

Actors Studio Workshop
Herbertierghof Studio
La Mame E.T.C.

La Mama/Open Theatre
Theatre Genesis
00in Theatre
Judsbn Poets Theatre

N.Y. Shakespeare Festival
Caffe Cino
La Mama
Judson Poets Theatre
Theatre Genesis
Herbert Berghof Studio

Work Week. Actors

Current
u

79
5

16
17

71

36
27
4
5

Theatre 68/69 (Barr, Wilder, Albee) 125

La Mama 29

Judson Poets Theatre 17

N.Y. Shakespeare Festival

Judson'Poets Theatre
La Mama

T. Schieiber Studio

3

9

7

6

2

6

1,
8
3

20
29

21

8
11

10
3

5

9

13
11.

11

15

60 3

32 15

2 '23 II

13 15 IS
7 . 14

7



Production

1970171
UNLE VANYA
"'GEORGIE PORGIE
TAROT

1971/72
IIDLACk GIRL

WHITSUNTIDE
SUBJECT TO FITS

1972/73

I
KENNEDY'S CHILDREN
THE FAGGOT
THE CONTRAST

I
DEAR OSCAR
THE WHITE WHORE AND THE

BIT PLAYER

IBOCCACCIO
ISUMMER BRAVE

IL1973/74

ETYACOMIN' BACK RED RYDER.
0SH0RT EYES

114ANCE WITH ME
11*ASHION

HOT HOUSE
IARE YOU NOW OR HAVE YOU
:EVER BEEN
HOT L BALTIMORE

1974/75
tHAV FOR A SUMME GHT

IIFAME

THE BOSS
AMPPOST REUNION

IIDEAR
PIAF

THE LIEUTENANT
AH NEW YORK
CELEBRATION .

COWBOYS/PANCAKES
SEA MARKS

II 1975/76
APPLE PIE

II.KNOCK KNOCK
THE HAIRY APE
ME JACK, YOU JILL

11 PRIMARY ENGLISH CLASS
THE SHORTCHANGEILREVIEI4
SO NICE THEY MANED IT TWICE
ASSE AND THE BANDIT QUEEN

Off Off Bkway Theatre

ioundabout Theatre

Page2

Work Week Actors

2
9
4

N.Y. Shakespeare Festival

Clark Center

29
1 day

Judson Poets Theatre 22

5 days

Manhattan Theatre Club
Equity Library Theatre 6

Circle Rep. Theatre 37,

Riverside Church
La Mama 53

12

Truch & Warehouse Theatre
,Riverside Church 7

Circle Rep. Theatre 147

nk Theatre
& Warehouse Theatre

aywrights Horizons
Churchyard Playhouse
Top of the Gate .

St. Clements ,

Portfolio
Theatre Off Park (Taped for T.V.)

Manhattan Theatre Club

N.Y.,Shakespeare Festival
Circle Re. Theatre
I.R.T.
Cherry Lane Theatre
Circle in the Square

E.S.T.

N.Y. Shakespeare Festival
0

lday
21/4

16
3 days
2

2

13
22

3

15

6

10
20

8
10
12

22
6



Production

1975/76 cont'd-."

TITANIC
tASTAWAYS

, THE TRIP BACK,DOWN
OPPRETTA
THE STY OF THE BLIND PIG

Off Off 8'way Theatre
Direct Theatre
Marymount Manhattan College
T. Schreiber Studio
Manhattan Theatre Club
La Mama

PAGE 0

Work Week Actot

8

1976/77 Eighteen shows originating Off Off Broadway went to contract this

past season, aMong them ASHES, THE TRANSFIGURATION OF BENNO BLIMPIE,

THE RUNNER STUMBLES.

I.



THE ALLIANCE FOO AMERICAN STREET THEATRE
32 West 141st Street

Apt. 14F
New York City, N.Y.

10037

October 28, 1977

Dr. Robert 3. Anderson, Ir.
Vice President & Director, Economics-
MATHTECH
P.O. Box 2392
Princeton, New Jersey
08540

Dear Dr. Anderson:

We, the ALLIANCE FOR AMERICAN STREET THEATRE, are interested
In your knowing abou-e our 'doll , ive which is vitally concerned
about the state of a jeopardize art torm ... AMERICAN STREET,THEATRE.
This vibrant, volatile folm whidh flourished ddring,the turbulent .

60's and the earlierimrt of fhis decade, projected hundreds of how
familiar artists into the mains 1.'4am of the performing arts. Stree

/
theatre echoed the passions of fs people. It informed, polarized
and certainly entertained thosa, fortunate enough to find themselves
in its Audiences across the co ntry. Now,"it is in jeopardy. because
public and private funding sou ces are not cohvinced that the Street
Theatre ts An fact, alive and kicking!

We, the ALLIANCE FOR
that you are aware of our work
"The Conditions and Needs of t
we have prepared the enclosed
an exhibit accompanying your r

We trust that you wil
editorials from the New York T
esting and informative. e t
reflect our deep condern that
continued development, exposu
most uniques.innovative and e

Thanking you for you
enclosures,.I am

ICAN STREET THEATRE, are convinced
However, in view of your study on
Profetsional Theatre in America",

atement for inclusion verbatim as
ort.

find our statement and the enélosed
mes and the Wall Street Journal inter-
ust that these enclosures will
American Street Theatre is insured the
e and suppbrt befjtirig one of America's
citing performing t forms.

Interest Tn this letter and the

Mical Whitaker, President
ALLIANCE FOR AMERICAN STREET THEATRE



A STATEMENT FROM THE ALLIANCh FOR AMERICAN
STREET THEATRE

I. %he Major problems facing STREET THEATRE tOMPANI S"today
(a) Administration frustrated by inadequate fundS
(b) -Lack of liason person/agency between STREET THEATRE COMPANY

and Community t .

(c) Inadequate or non-existant rehearsal space
(d) Sound equipment (a vital part of outdoor performances)

'is often inadequate
(e) Effective promotion of a more positive image

) Absence of sensitive support for collective efforts

I.

pportunities offered by STREEt THEATRE
Performances are offered Free to the Public

(b) There are easily recognized Edutational, Recreational,
and Theraputic values to the community.

(c) It offers exposure for professional artiSts 11

(0) It provides an opportunity to experiment with a
uniquely American art form and further aid in its developm

(e) It makes a major contribution to American Popular Culture.

Some major opportunities offered by the ALLIANCE FOR AMERICAN
STREET THEATRE

(1) Offers broad diss-emination.af-STREETTEMAIM-
tion

(2) 'Collective utilization of the resource.s of ALLIANCE II

members.
(3) Provides a mecahnism to support the younger STREET

THEATRE organizations in their.formative stages.
(4) Organize ./to research and document the methods and I

techniqUes4by which STREET THEATRE could be a more
effective tool in society.

I/. Unless our.problems are constructively dealt.with, unless our opportuniti

are earefully evaluated STREET THEATRE will not sUrvive. This calamity!'
would deprive the American public of rich 'experiences in which they

can participate directly.,
11

III. To solve*the problems and capitalize on Opportunities
(a) Organizing (as we have) an ALLIANCE FOR AMERICAN STREET.

THEATRE
(b) Recognition by NEA, state and local funding sources
(c) Increased and more effective visibility

.rv. We believe that we, THE ALLIANCE FOR AMERICAN STREET THEATRE can aid

'in the accomplishment otbur opjectives:
(a) By pommitting ourirvidual companies to the collective g

(b) By working in corre'- -mith Federal, State and City agencie

(c) By solicitinedeveloPing support of the private funding
sourdes.

(d) 'By, becoming a catalyst for existing and developing communil
.

service-agencies.
--, (a) We-are professional non-profit entities where audiences net

not pay to witness ourvork. 36
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Street Action .

Murders and ether violence by New York City youthga:ip contrast starkly with the vitality and talentben exhibited by street theater companies-intany from'similarly deprived environments...4n die Lincoln CenterCommunity Street Theater Festival.
With Ihnited alternatives available, many of the esti-mated 6,000 to 40400 j221$ members in the city often,trite:111y. turn to pas and ktute as outieti for theirfruatration& According to policy records, 27 deaths thisyear haws bun pm-related. In a number of neighbor.hoods street theater-Aram& nr.ssic and dance performedwithout charp with the street as stagehave ;toyedsucceseful in channeling teenage fervor into conetruc-dye, creative Aztistry. Tip Lincoln Center festival, whichruns until Labor Day. highlights the advances made bymany group in-this new form of art. -

In one area In al--riettre-ost Sun& 23 Prent) Rican and Italian teenegers havebeta brought .trigether as a theater compariy in an effortto Alleviate the tension and instill understanding. Thetroupe, under the direetion of Peter Copani, an ex.dre.2cdatct, and th Peoples Union Betterment PerformingCompany, travels the streets of South Brooklyn-ParkSlope spreading the theme of reconciliation.
Such endeavors are no total answer to eradicating0-ng violence.. But establishment of some city-financed

theater companies. perhaps housed - in empty store-
fronts. could &ter other directions not only for presentging members, but also for pre-teens whose,.only currentmode of *cognition is through graffiti scfawled on asubway (me ur the wearing of gang "colors."
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Charles Senak
111 12 Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215 (ST). II.

ise

,Stanley Allan Sherman
'P.O. Box 9104
-Seattle, Wash. 90109



mantel Street

trity VelatiOns Dept.

jJ Wright
.

Ma in Motion
th Avenue
rk, N.Y. (sr)

me'

lane Such, Art. Dir.
Leh Theater Repertory Co.
rat Street
rk, N.Y. 10014 . (87)

lberto Zaldivar, Dir.
h Th. ROertory Co.
Ir. 27th Street
rk4"11.Y. 10016 (ST)

MAlser, Dir.
Street Theater

Lumenor.Drive
rd, \Conn. 06903

aND

JulY 1977

Walter Raubicheck
mu-Brook Players
659 Niagara St.
Rlmont, N.Y.'11003 (ST)

Ma. Debra Goleta
Streetcorner Society
511 Hillcreet
East Lansing, Mich. 48823 ($7T)

Mx. Will True, Sec'y/Treas.
The Streetcorner Society
P.O. los 173
last Lansing, Mich 48623 ($T)

-

($T)

111,

"'even Goldahorr
Island encl, on the Arts

ay Street
Island, New York 10304

, ($T)

1

1

OM.

MX. Geo. Davis, Exec.Dir.
Summerthint
City Hall \

Boston, Mass. 02201 (ST)

.. VW. almail s. al ON. air a

Ar assaa aamillamm

alaral. a al:M.1a

!Lard Kathmaas Teatio de Orilla
Island Cool. on the Arts Wiailisation for Youth
Street. 214 last 2nd Street

Island, N.Y. 10304 fte York, N.Y. ($T)
(ST)

Teenage Theater Workshop
institute for the Arts
Mrs. Joyce Goldsmith
kOkA commic North Avenue
liv Roihelle, N.Y. 10301 (ST)

Page 10

Mr: Thu* Errante
Teenase Theater Workshop
254-07 60th Avenue
Little Neck, N.Y. 11362 ($T)

Alvin Ins.
Theater fox Asian American
Performing Artists; Inc.
410 East 64th Street
N.Y., N.Y. 10021 , (ST)

?

MA. Crystall Field, Dir.
Theater 'for the New City
113 Jane Street

,

Nee York, N.Y. 10014 ($T)

Mr. George Bartenieff, Dir. .

Theater fot the New Ciry
113 7rnil Street
Wro York, N.Y. 10014 (ST)

Mt. Axthur Bartow, DIX.
Theatre of the Riverside
Chutch
415 Riverside Drive
,New York, N.Y. 10027 (ST)



munitv Street Theater
lig List
Relations Dept.

a Nodgin., Dir, .
Theater fOr youth

Riversidm1Drive '-

York, N.Yo 10025 (sr)

4,-

,

Lou Trapani
,Thompson Street, Apt. 15
'fork, CY. 10012

(n)

Osman, Dir.
boxy Circus
Roosevelt Ave.

N.T.10803 (ST)

Siragusa, P.R. Mgr.
psnny, Circus
9 Roosevelt Ave.

N.Y.. 10603 (sr)

/226penny Circus
Box 128
field, Vt. 05667

Ju ly 1977

Miss Vinette Carroll; Dir.
Urban Arts Corp..
26 West,20th.Street:

Nov Yolk, N.Y.'10011

Mr: Paul Verstee
c/o Thomas Garc
233 West 83rd Street
New York, New York 10024 (ST)

Mr. Jesse Devore,
Voices, Inc
49 Idgecombe
New York, N.Y. 10030

Bea Carson
Vector .

100 West 77th Street
.New lark; N.Y. 10024

I.

Walterifix Thr. Wksp.
550 West 155th Street
New 'York, N.Y. 10032
Attu,: Cloria Cantor .(ST)

Professor Mort Clark
Drama POO._

-"Westehester VAMM4 611.114 "4-
Valhalla, Nmm,YOrk 10595 (ST)

(ST)

Page 11

Kr. Yissef Iman, Dir.
Weusi DiumbaoTroupe

Dumont Aye. 6301
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11212

Winnie Wilson Puppet
01-9=7178 194th Street
Hollis, New York 11412

Mr. Mike Malone
Workshop for Carters in theArt
George Washington Universit:11
Washington, D.C. 20006

-(rr)

Mt. Richard Lewis, Dir.
Yahwehist Ensemble
410 Madison $treet
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11222 (

Mr. Alen Chow, Prod.& Dir. IL
olLa Yu Peking Opera Co.
c/o Mr. Chs.Wang
Chinatown Planning Council."
45 East Broadway,N.Y.,N.Y.1412,

Youth Theatre Interactioni
53 So. Broadway
Yonkers, N.Y. 10701 (ST)

Westchester !namable
Summer Theater

170 Crestwood Ave.
TUckahoe, Now York 10707 (sT)

.1
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October 25, 1977

THE DIAMA115TS CUM ITC

Dear Andy -

Enclosed is the statement from the
Dramatists Guild that you asked for.

One further question: have you attempted
to include in your series of graphs one
about the living wage of playwrights?
That is to say, how many playwrights are
able to earn a living exc1usively from
their writing for thb-theatre?

The Dramaists Guild dould certainly suppii
a lot of the hedessary information for you'
to reach statistical conclusions. think
it would be important to include in the
Report, as the playwright is (no chauvilpism
intended) the 1ife-b1ood.of the theatre.

Youri jincerely,

tephen Sondheim
President

11.



The primary function of the Dramatists Guild is to-keep the play-
wrightin the thedtre. Give a play4right an ampty stage and he'll
want to fill it, but if he's just beginning his career, he needs
to avoid starving, and if-,he's had some recognition, he needsto
be able not to succumb to more lucrative calls o films and tele,-(
vision.

Most foundation money goes tolmterpreters and buildings: grants
are awarded principally to acting ,companies and theatrical institu-

. tions rather than to individual playwrights. And it's true that
playwrights need production as much as they need money .6- a play
is just a pile of paper until it lives on'the stage. .

But tod often theatres distribute their grant money for necessary
expenses covering a wide range from Costumes to Audience Research
rather than for the development of new work. The Dranatists Guild
would like to see portions of individual theatre gran s specifically
allocated for the nurturing of writers and new plays

Many'theatres. are currently having great success w th the rich
repertory of acenturS of American plays. If the e is to be such
a repertory from whichs..to draw in the future, newj plays must be
written now. As history roves over and over agaj.n, new ideas are
seldom popular; serious n plays have almost no hance of being
produced on Broadway, much less of having extende4 runs. ,

Some-of the answer to th playwright's problem lie in subsidized
repertory; some of it, surprising as it may sound, could lie in
the subsidization of the commercial theatre, too. ' ere are many .

dark emptx stages on Broadway waiting to be filled. For example,
it would take very.little money to produce serious ok experimental
plays at, Broadway theatres on those single nights whek they are
ordinarily closed, as is done at the Royal Court Theat e in London.
The advantage of a Broadway stage for such productions is that it
(:)ffers the playwright a'freedom and a technical range that is more
often than not denied him in the more restricted environs'of off-
and off-off-Broadway4-Hrt -also-offers the *idience-of seriou;vplays
an opportunity to returh to a scene, once culturally rich, 'that
should and must be revived.

Furthermore, manysplays will not be picked up by regional and community
theatres unless they've had a production in New.York. Yet.a play-
wright cannot exist by taking six months to a year in order to write
a Play and then having it close after a few performances. He neither
gains enough money nor enough satisfaction.

Even now,,the Dramatists Guild is formulating anev) contract with
the League of New York Producers whereby.a playwright will get a
substantial amount of money on completion of a play when it's optioned
for production, in.return for accepting reduced royalties when the
play is running. If such a formula should become,the basis of new

52
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contracts, 'a playwright would be paid for his time and work
whether-his play becomes a success or not -- and he could afford
to iemain a playwright. As /for Government funding, direct grants
to playwrights would be of'great help.in establishing the principle
that Playwrights, like other workers, deserve a certain base pay
for their work.

There are audiences waiting to be revitalized, audiences"which
want sgmething they'can't get on television or in the movies, but'
which #hun the easier plays and musicals. There are playwrigfiti
who have something-to say about the world we live in, playwrights
who want to stay in the theatre and reach those audiences. The
Na0.onal Endowment can help bring them together,, not just in New
York but all over the country, by funding ever more grants, bursaiies
0d-workshop facilities for playwrights on every level of achieve-
mentelrom apprentice to professional: If Great Britiap, Germany '

and the city of Paris (to pick but a few examples) can do it, the
United States Government should be able toi also.

4.
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The Guth rie Theater

October.f8, 1977

\\
Dr. Robe-a J. Anderson', Jr.

Mithtech
P.O. Box 2392
Princeton, New Jersey 08540%

dear Andy,

Encloied Oleise find a statement by the League of Resident Metres

to be inluded as an exhibit accompanying your report to

Natiolin Endowment for the Arts.

S rely,

Donalci Schoenbaum
Managing Director

DS:anb

Enclosure

vit - ./1

1



A STATEMENT BY THE LEAGUE OF RESIDENT THEATRES

You ask, "What are the major problems and opportunities facing the

IItheaire ioday?" Since both are a heritage from the past, we must go back

into the history of the American theatre to understand them fully. In the
lii

early part of the nineteenth century, most American cities had resident

stock companies, and with the exception of a few imported performers or ( I/

special touring attractions, these companies were .the American theatre.

Like the stock companies all across Europe at that time, they were insuf-

ficient artistically, under-rehearsed, underpaid, under-imaginative. But

they were there, and they gaveilheir audiences at least a small taste of the

great heritage of world drama. Then caMe the railroads, and with them, a

convenient means f access for the great stats Of the time.to ani audience.

At first the stars would travel alone and play with the local company in.

each-town; then they began traveling with full companies.of their own, --

usually taking with them, for reasons of economy, no more than one production

at a time. Just at the point when they might have begun to burgeon artistically,

the Stock companies found.themselves dying, replaced by. 7the,road" with its

large sums of capital investment poured into one-shot hit playlicand one-part

star actors.

If the stock companiei had been insufficient, the road shows,-from th$1

standpoint of the American theatre's long-term growth, were nothing short.of

disastrous artistically. The ,creative elements in theatrical production begin

to be confined to a few ligge cities, and finally to only one,.N York, whfCh

fed the country theatre as..Pittsburgh fed it steel and Chidago bdef. "It



'soon became apparent, writes the critic Stanley Kau'ffman, "that(, under the

new'system, the theatre had been lonverted from modes of continuity into

hundreds of separate little enterprises; each one born to die, however long

the death was Rostponed. Actors, now usually typecast, were deprived not

only of Varieiibut of the chance for refreshment.and.improvement 9f a role.

(
that alternati14hg repertory had provided. If the development of theatre

artists-had never been as consistent under the old System as was now nostal-
\.

gically imagined, it had become,practically nil. Since the object of production

was now to se -how long a play could run before it was permanently aiscarded,

most of t lays choSen were those that the largest number of people would

rush to sjas soon as possible, and which would be least missed when they were

thrown awiy."*

Stnce 1920, many attempts have been made to construct an alternative to

the commercial production mt111 The Theatre Guild, the.Civic Repertony Theatre, II

and the Provincetown Play/house In the 1920s; the Group Theatre and the MercurY II

Theatre in the 1930s; following World War the rfse of offeBroadway and

then off-off-BroadwaY. These attempts, barring the most recent, all failed

to survive. Being mostly in New York, in direct competition with the commercial

theatre, some foUnd themselves becoming what they had begun by opposing: he

Theatre Guild became a producer of commercial Broadway comedies; the group
II

Theatre fell apart as its members became lavishly-paid movie st rs, screen-

writers, and directors. Not till the 1960s, however,.did any iarge number of II
4

theatre artists begin to look again for possibilities outside of New York.
4

II,

*Stanley Kauffman, "The Idea of Repertory" in Persons o the Drama,
(Harper & Row, New York, 1976) .

-.41k
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There ha arbingirs.of the rsident theatre movement earlier,

notably the fou9ding of the Alley Theat in Houston and the Arena Stage in
,

,

Washington, D.C., as well as twofwandering companies, William Ball's American

Conservatory Theatre (ACT) ahd Ellis Rabb's Association of Producing Artists
4

APA). (The opposite fates of these last are worth noting: ACTisettled in

'ml%4IIan Francisco ari4 is now well-established-and growing; APA settled in New

1

I.

111

4_7

York, where it tried.to compete as a commercial attraction, disintegrated,

and died.) But a principal turning point came in 1963, with the opening' of

the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre in MinneaPolis. This was something new in American

theatrei; not a group of struggling youngsters in a converted brewery, or the

last shabby-genteel remains of a pre-1920 stock company, but a world-famous

artist attempting to gather a permanent company of the first rank, in a

building specially aesigned fof. the purpose, declaring the perManence.of the

theatre as an institUtion with a place in its cammun4ty, devoted to maintaining

and continuing a cultural tradition, immune,to faddism and the preisures.of

. 4

the marketplace:

The example took root. Fifteen years later, the non-profit professional

theatre in America has to be described as the most astounding growth industrY

in the history of the artil. Where the Guthrieand the Arena Stage once led

a lackluster field of five or six theatres, the League of Resident Theatres ,

(LORI), a national organization of non-profit professional theatres, has

forty-six members today in nearly every large city in the U.S. Cities such

as Seattle and New Haven have even demonstrated their ability to support two

major resident theatres with contrasting artistic approachet. The number of

performances and the siie of the theatre audience nationwide increase every
am.4400"
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year; so does the amount of touring, the number of performances for students

or school groups, the number of experimental, workshop, or "second stige"

performances of new works. The theatre is booming. On the surface, this

is a success story. But looking beyond the success for a moment reveals an

often terrifying'struggle. Theatre, like any performing art, requires highly
Nr

trained professional people and is expensive to produce. In an age when

tecOnology.has cut down'the number of workers needed in many fields, the

number nieded ta preseni a play remains high. A theatre Committed to

classical plays needs still MOre people. Then, too, theatre is the high-risk I.
operation among the performing arts, because it is the only one that addresses

the audience directly, in its own tongue. This is what gives it the civilizing

power,that has made a great theatre an adjunct of every great 'culture in

historyk from ancient Greece to Edo Japan io Elizabethan England.

Addressing the public directly both puts e'solemn respOnsibility on the

theatre's shoulders and forces it into a dangerous position. All too frequently,

i.

for a variety of reasons; the theatre has to tell some segment of its audience
.,

a truth that the audience may not want to hear. The commercial theatrev by
II

virtue of its profit-making requirements, can only tell the public the safe

half-trnths it likes to heir, and tRe growth of the resident theater movement I
,

has often been interpreted as a gesture of protest by audiences against the

half-truths of the commercial media.

Parenthetically, this obltgation to convey the truth artistically doe's

not mean that a theatre has to spout revolutionary agit-prop or rub its

aildience's nose in violence and squalor: The truth, as Oscar Wilde remarked,

is rarely pure and never simple. Anton Chekhov, the best-loveVand most

subtle serious playwright of this Century, said that he wrote to show people



,1

hoW shabby and petty their ltves were,,whtle Bernard Shaw, its most pnpular

It

comic playwright,,announced himself openly as a Subversive attempting to

reform the world.

So the non-profit theatre Is aught in a perpetual squeeze play. On

the one hand, it has an expensive obligation to works that are costly to

produce and, though good for the *soul, are sometimes bitter medicine. On

the other hand, since it cannot pay,for itself, it has to please its funding

sources--wealthy individuals, private foundations, corporations, local

governmentsand, in an inflationary economy, it has to please them more

every year. These philanthropic sources, while theyAnclude many serious,
a

generous, and good-hearted people, are by their nature capricious. They;may

or may not be interested in art, the truth, and the theatre's responsibility

to c1911ization and culture. They may be more interested in social prestige,

good image-maktng adverttsement, or a large tax deduction than in the

continuity and health of the Amerfcan theatre. Ai a result, even the largest.'

and most prestigious resident theatres become donkeys, always chasing the

44,

carrot of next year's fundtng dangled on a stick before them, dragging the

whole burden of culture behind them, while they struggle to satisfy the

growing needs of iarger.and larger audiences in a more and more expensive

world.

At this point in the htstory of a nation's theatre, one of two things

happens. Either the theatre, searchtni for a way to pay for itself, lets the

profit motive seep in, starts to choose its repertoire and its actors with

both eyes fixed on the box office; it lets the long run and the potential star

supersede its devotion to the development of artists and their organic relation

to their community; it becomes a commercial enterprise, briefly outlives its



commercial uses, and-dies an unlamented death, to be replaced by some

adventurous new theatre that starts the struggle all over again. Or, one

of the dominant forces that supply capital to the performing arts, usually

-'the government, recognizes its obligation to the arts and takes steps to

make the institutiOnal theatres permanent, trusting that once their survivalN
is guaranteed, the Artists who operate them will keep them alive and responsive

to the public, giowihg and changing. '

_ II

That is the point we have now arrived at in the history ofthe American

resident theatre movementole closest thing to a national theatre and a II

,

major unifying force in our culture that the, United States has ever possessed.

The need is plain: It is foT permanence.and continuity, for a living and

ongoing relationship between the theatres that have sprung up around the
II

country and.the communities that nurture-them, for the survival and growth

and enrichment of the artist and of the public understanding.' The opportunity, II

,

too, is plain: It is 4 chance that comes rarely in the life of any civilization, II

nothing more or less than the opportunity.to.redeem our cultural history, to

learn from the mistakes of a hundred years ago and not to repeat them. II

One of the great nineteentfi-century act6rs who led the change from

II
classical repertory to one-show star.touring companies was James O'Neill,

with The Count of MOnte Cristo. The words his son Eugene, America's greatest
II

playwright, put into hi mouth on this subject, in Long Day's Journey into

tNight, are worth bearin in mdnd:
) II

success in--a great money success--it ruined me with its promise
"That God-damned play I bought for a song and mVe such a great

II

of an easy fortune. I didn't want to do anything else, and by
the time I wake up to the fact-I'd become a slave to the damned

t

thing and did try other plays, it was too late. They had iden-
II,

tified me with that one part, and didn't want me in anything else.
They were right, too. I'd lost the great talent I once had, through

II

6ft
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years of easy repetition, never learning a new pait, never really
working hard. Thirty-five to forty thousand dollars net profit a
season like snapping your fingers! It was too great a temptation.
Yet before I bought the,damned thing I was considered,one of the
three or four finest young actors with the greatest artistic promise
in Aierica. . . What the hell was it I wanted to buy, I wonder,
that was worth-- Well, no matter. It's a late day for regret's."

litat is the real need in the American theatre today: to keep James. neill's

"late day for regrets" from becondng ours. If America wants a national

theatre; the opportunity is at hand to have, through the resident theatre

movement, one of the greatest in the history of the world, as richNiand as

astonishingly varied as the great theatres of England, France, Germany, and

Russia. It is only a question of whether its survival will be guaranteed, and

of who will pay for it.

Written by: Michael Feingold
Literary Director
The Guthrie Theater

Submitted by: Donald Schoenbaum
President
The League of Resident Theatres

and

Managing Director
The Guthrie Theater
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AMERICAN INEATRE ASSOCIATION 1029 Vermont Ave, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20005 o 202 o 737-5

Mr. Robert J. Anderson, Jr.

Vice-President

Mathtech

P 0. Box 2392

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Mr. Anderson:

'October 28, 1977

This is in response to your letter inlating our observations on the

conditions and needs of the professional theatre. My views spring from

our "Wingspread Report."

1) Ma or Problems:-

A) To become one with the community at local, state and federal,

levels; to become is integral a part of the community as in the

classic Greek times'when Aristophanes, Aeschylus and Sophocles

were writing.

The classical Greek period was, of course, very different

socially, economically and spiritually' from our own. And in

terms of scale, the difference is between hundreds and millions.

X1 f this is to say, we must achieve the same base with the

:Ico n ity'in a much more'complicated society. This problem involves

more than "building a better mousetrap." Mice who doii't even knoW

there Is a better trap need paths to the trap bailed along the way.

How to do this in our society? 64-4

DIVISIONS: ATAA Army Thintre Ani AssoOtation ACTA Americo+ Community Theatre Associsvon

ATS1. 'American Theatre Student League CTAA Childran't Theatre Anociatian of America NAST' NatiOnal Association of 4choole of Theatre

A . Theatre AtsociatIow ICTA Uninnity College Theatre Association



Mr. Robert J. Ander1011,Jr. -2-
Mathtech

.
Octobr 28, 1977

B) These problems (inner city decay and regrowth,'urban sprawl,

suburban and exurban growth) are unfolding in all various ways

that baffle planners, enrage taipayers and confuse economists

(e:g. stagflation). Land uie is in question everywhere and at

exorbitant prices. In short, "the community" has many different

aspects and is in flux. The front is fluid.

C) Little can be done by the professional theatre to "solve these

problems," but there are opportunities when there is a fluid

front. examples of capitalizing on a community built on wheels

can us locations with parking ipace like Long Wharf Theatre in

-New Ha en and the Kennedy Center in Washington. Reacting to

comMunlity shikein interests and needs for theatre (the UCLA-
., ,

Theatre Group with John Houseman) can be used to develop an

audience and a company. Dinner theatre is another example.

Without going into various examples of commercial, non-profit

\ and "semi-professional" theatre ventures successfully ada ing to

conditions on the fluid front, the general point is pond

to shiftinuconditions. This is not an easy task, (Broadway could

have owned Hollywood. Hollywood could have owne By cooper-

ating with the non-commercial theatre (community hea and

college and university theatre), the development o diences can

be assUred in places not yet ready to afford a professional theatre

but maybe lookini in that direction (Minneapolis before the Guthrie).

The use of the campus as a "learning pavilion" for the community

provides space and personnel which can handle road companies and

build audiences. Community colleges are especially adapted to this

Ii

I.

I.

a
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There are few communities left which are not within easy driving

distance from a community college campus. In short, the coordina-

tion of all aspects of the theatrcon these opportunities and.

encouraging their development for higher levels of education would

be effective. The professional theatre, with a cooperative stance,

could increase this effectiveness.

D). The leadership ih the professional theatre can do these things.

For example, Gerald Schoenfeld at the Shubert Foundation and League

of New York Theatres, Don Grady at Actors Equity.,Association,
.

Peter Zeisler at TCG, Bill Dawson at ACUCAA; Ruth Mayleas at the

Arts Ednowment, have'taken steps in this direction. They should

be encouraged (despite all the very reef difficulties) to increase

their efforts to orchestrate all the many facets. of theatre in

America inIthe interests df a growing professional theatre.

Witness the heavily financed apparatus that provides pro£essional

football and basketball players. A society or organization that

neglects its young doesn't last too long. The efforts now for

theatre to take up problems as one of the company of the arts are

promising but need vigilant pursuit in order to present valid and

persuasive information to/the constituencies ofkvarious communities.

In sum, tl cultivation of a sound leadership in all aspects of
.4

the theatre- -both professional and non-commercial--and the provision

for these leaders to meet t;lice a year on issues of common concern

(one iisue would be: is there common concern?) is vital.

If' short, Vm saying that a cooperative and coordinated approach to

Ail the needs of the theatre hai More of ischance of meeting those needs

11
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than a fractured and-hostile neseof sibling rivalry fighting for the

scarce buck.

At the same time, I do not ignore the very real immediate needs of a

company that needs to meet the Saturday night payroll. But addressed

myself to the longer term problems which--if met--can help the immediate

ones more effectively. (Please see the enclosed "Wingspread Report" in

Theatre News, May 1976.)

2) Major Problems: To Reduce Expense and Increase Production

A) Reducing expense is difficult in a labor-intensive activity,

especially since the industrial revolution, as is well known.

NevetIeØs, there are ways of reducini expense that have arisen

Broadening the base of support to more than ticket-buyers is also

helping to slow to some extent the rise of ticket costs.

B) The potential here,.fram an Association point of view, is to use

the non-commercial theatre more effectively in developing new plays,

fresh talentan d new .procedures at less expense. This has been

demonstrated particularly well by "Research and Development Centers"

or institutes on campuses in the sciende, health and engineering

fields. ' There are some examples among the professional theatres

at the campus at University of Tennessee, Pennsylvania.State and

the University of Michigan, among others. These are current develop-
.

ments which are unfolding but have not at/all realizad their potential.

C) The above exaiples have been sporadic. Those in the professional

theatre could establish more effective ways of systematically

developing ongoing relations on a sound basis with individual

campusbs as well as thelaniversity/Resident Theatre Association,

1/ See Morrison, Jack, The Rise of the Arts on the American Campus, for further

discussion of R$D centers. 6

- I
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American,Community Theatre Association and the University and

College Theatre Association, all under the ATA tent.

D) The leadership in the professional theatre would have to make the

first move as the non-commercial theatre would not presume to

encroach on their prerogatives. The'ATA leadership has proponents

for this approach ready to act.

Al

3. Ma or Problems:

A) The growth and development of top talent is a major problem of vist

significance. The theatre rests upon the quality of its creative

people in all aspects. On the one hand, we do not have enough PP

really great talents among us and on the other we have too many to

put to work. Part,df the problem is how to,winnow the most

promising and provide them with the opportunities to grow.

B) The opportunities for diveioping talent will be in direct propor-

tion to the opportunities to produce in all levels and qualities

of theatre. For example, two'people who have been most instrumental

,in bringing along now playwrights are Ellen Stewart at La Mama

and Joe Papp at the Public Theatre. And they are the ones who

produce most new plays at xperimental levels. (No one knew Chorus

Line would move to Broadway until it opened. It certainly wasn't

given its chance on the provision it would be good enough to "go

to Broadway.") How-to increase the experimental opportunities for

top talent that will become great professionals?

C) To capitalize on opportunities here is to increase production and

keep an eye andmodest help for "the fringe," the le von from'which

great ideas and talent spring. Such developments "the poor

*
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theatre, the Alternative Theatre, spontaneous groups such as Hair

came from as well as the more institutionalized experimental theatre

an the campuses,,community theatre, and off and off-off Broadway.

Afte14talent is spotted it's often left in limbo. The limbo has

to be replaced by such groups as The Acting Company for young

actors, the leading U/RTA community theatre companies. Promising
Gb

designers, technicians, managers as well as actors and playwrights

need to have exacting experience after they *have been identified

as "promising."

Funding for this level of development is scarce because of 11

he risks. It's equivalent to the "farm club" for baseball--between

the promiaing young talent stage and the big teagues. This has

been recognized to an extent by the Nati4ai Arts Endowment and 11

the foundations, but there is no systematic, coordinated program

to replace the horror df limbo for promising young talent.

D) The same people mentioned previously can do something about it.

The professional theatre itself must develop its basic principles

on this issue. They could do 4.t (support farm clubs) at least as

well as barbell over a ten-year period.

V

The reader will gather that I've developed a basic thems--use all of

rleatre ihvall of its garbs to become one with .the community and thereby

. /.

reap the support of the community. This will Serie all aspects of tne tneatre

and particularly the professional theatre. The more opportunity there it

for talent to grow, the more top talent will emerge. True greatness is for'

history to decide. It is enough for ue at present to provide a use41 and

, II
demanding climatafor our best talent, and we can do that now.
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Mt. Robert J. Andirson,
Mathtech
October 28, 1977

. Thank you for the

study.

JM:rrb
cc: Dale Huffington

Milly Barringer
Brian Hansen

rtunity to provii*these observations.for your

Sincerely,

t
ack Mbrrison
Executive Director

Enclosure: Wingspread Report in May 1976 Theatre News

4.
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P. 0. Box 2392
Pilnceton, New Jersey 08540

Deat Andy:

Enclosed is The Leagile of New,YOrk Theatres
and Producers' statement ,concerning odr
organization'S views-as requested in your
letter of September 27.

Please call me iyou regdire any ad4itional
materialu

Sincerely,
/

,

Harvey Sabinsonr
Director of Special Projects

,

IRVING W. CHESKIN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

MARVIN H. POONS
ASST. TO EXEC. DIRECTOR

HARVEY SASINSON
DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL PROJECTS
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The League of New York Theatres and Ptoducers welcomes

the opportunity to" present its perceptions of major problems and

opportunities confronting the tax-paying theatre.

The League is a professional trade association of

producers and theatre managements functioning not oniy in the

Broadway sectore but in 77tually every state in the union

through its touring productions And member theatres. Combined

box office receipts, for both New YorIc based and touring producr

tions for the 1976-77 season amounted to $176,033,391, and

imposing figure in terms of increased public response to the

theatre, but one which masks the actual economic condition of

a hard-pressed industry.

In a study prepared for The League by Mathtech, fnc.

tAn February, 1977( tled Th? Ivact of Mle Broadway Theatre on;
A

'the Economy of New Y4Ork City, it*was revealed thai the 36 BrOadway

theatres and the productions housed therein stimulatedlthe economy

of New York some $168-million and the United States more than a

, quarter of a billion dollars annually. Since these figures were

e"

(I
based. on'an investigation of economic conditions during the

1974-75 seasone they can be revised considerably upward tcil

reiresent the actual current contribution. They also do not take
, .

into consideration the economiâ impact of theatres and produc-

tions outside the New York market, nor do they represen direct

expenditures of the theatre such as salaries, royalties, rents,

production and other administrative,costs.

4
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A recent study performed for.the New York State

Department bf Commerce indicated that the Broadway theatre

has the strongest appeal to tourists visiting New York City

by twice that of any other attraction that is available.

These factors might-indidate stme cause for optimism

in terms of receptivity and productivity, but.they cloud the

realities of the daily operation ofi a business that is much

misunderstood by legislgtors as well as the general public.

The steadily '.'ncreasing costs of doing business

This, of ,cOurse, would come under the category of.

"So what else is.new?" inasmuch as it impacts every fiber of,

American life. t as it concerns the Broadway theatre, Steadily

climbing product on and operating costs severely redithe oppor-
,

tunities for new AMerican plays and new dramatic id as to take i

root.

Much Criticism liAS been directed at the tax-paying

theatre for re44ting increases Jai ticket prices. A careful

tracking of boX of14ce tariffs for the past twelve Seasons

reveals some sirpr4.ainq results. During.the 1965-66 season, the

actual top tick'llet Price ,for all showS, dramatic and musical,

averaged out tO $7.81.

to $14.66, an increase

to the inflation index,

By the 1976-77 season, this had risen

amounting to 88%. Compared, however,

the.adjusted top ptice amounted to

$7.73, a'drori Of 1%. The real cost of attending a Broadway

show is less than itlfas twelve years ago. Furthermore, tickets

have become_relatively more "affordable" as inflation-adjusted

1
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income has increased 13% in the metropolitan New York area

and 28% throughout the nation.

The solution to increasing costs in the legitimate

theatre is no clearer than it.is for any other industry. During

a period when thousands of bu4inesses either collapsed or fled
)

New York City, resulting in a loss of 600,000 jobs, the Broadway

theatre, a labor-intensive industry, remains locked inextricably

into the economic fabric of a financially endangered city.

The need for an urban'renewal program in the midtown New York area

Thelmidtown area, which includes the theatre district,

is the cultural and.economic heart of New YOrk CitI and represents

the natiOnal and international image of Newyork City. There is

no need to go lnto,great detail as to the effect of the pro-
.

liferation of crime, sex-related bdsinesses, and urban neglect.

Through the efforts 'of The League in conjunction with the

residential, religious, and business communities, the problem

has been exposed on a national level, and concerted attempts

to deal with it have met with only moderate success.

These efoforts have been hampered by an unresponsive

electorate and an almost inactive administration, which while
a

professing an understanding of the problem, never seems to order

its priorities in a meaningfully.coordinated campaign to cope

with these situations.
4

eterioration.Of the central city, was sot alone the'

prOblem of sreetwalking, prostitutes and their pimps and patrons.
#

A tight mosaic ot'sex-related,bU inessee and other sleazy activities:



created street conditions conducive to crime not only in the
11

' theatre district, but in adjacent residential areas. Sex-

related businesses tended to drive out legitimate businesses 11

1

, .

resulting in a condition that seems to escape the comprehension of 11

va4ous municipal agencies. When some minor effort is made,

it is with little or no understanding on the part of these II

It

agencies that they are dealing,With social and'economic edsion

that affects the,entire city.

This has led to the city's deprivation of millions

og dollars in taxes, some of which no doubt would have relieved

the problems of cutbacks in personnel and in services. The

lack comprehension extends to the judicial and prosecutorial

systems.

Substantiation exists to prove that business in midtown
11

s Ole financial ptimp thAt primes tp,ecity. The rehabilitation

11of all New York City his to begin with the renewal oA midtown.

The i:3ornography industry is large ."1d,involves hundreds of

millions of dollars, few if any of which find their way into
4

the city treasuty. It is a cash business that by treason of

'existing law enforcement policies and judicial attitudes is

petmitted to conauct itSelf with little fear of punishment. The 11

city claims that existing budgetay,problems prevent more

resources from being committed to'the fray, theretby justifying

the attitudes of agency heads that the midtown sex business

is not a priority item in the overall criminal justice system

and in the enforcement of city codes and regulations.
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A major physical redevelopmeht in the midtown aiea is

to the rehabilitation of the entire city. But until

conducive to redevelopment is created, strict

must be paid to the physical appearance oeMidtown

and the creation of a reputation that it is a safe place in

which to visit, work and live.

The need for tax legislation to stimulate the theatre

With our cities in a state of economic decline, industry

and the mldle class population are in flight.. The declining

municipal tax base places greater burdens on those who remain

and made it imiOssible to provide the jobs'and services which .

make cities worthwhile places in which tollive: Cultural .

activitis hive served as a major factor in steemming the decline

of the cities, by attracting people to, livel'work in, and visit

cities.

The legitimate theatre is a Major forpe in the economic

and cultural life of cities, providing direct employment to

those involved in production, indirect employment to those in

ancillary businesses, as well as an overall econoiniC stimulus..

Survived:of the tdeatre is threatened slnce in terms of economic

reward, high risks endemic to the business make git difficult

to attraCt investment capalkl and virtually impossible to

attract sources of debt financing. Because it can provide far
,

greater financial rewards, many writers choose to write the mass
.

media rather than the,theatre, leaving the theatre with an

insufficient number of good flew plays.
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The present tax structure discourages investment in

the theatre. Tax incentives such as the investment tax credit,

industrial revenue bond financing, depreciation on assets

purchased with borroWed fundso the depleion allowance;

tai free exchanges of property used in a tradelOr business

are but a'few_ge the measures adopted to encourage investment
11

in, and to preserve capital committed to, industry. None.of these

incentives, however, are presently available to encourage invest-

ment in the theatre.:.

While spe'cial tax incenti s have been adopted to

encourage inventive creativity, ind stry is the major beneficiary

of these'incentives, but no similar tax incentive is available

'for artistic creativity.

Since profits from theatrical productions are so

speculative, the Internal Revenue Service traditionally has

allowed,production costa to be recovered prior to realization

of a taxable profit. 'Nice Senate Finance Committee, in its

Report oh the Tax Reform Act of 1976 may have, perhaps riadvertenly,

eliminated this method of accounting by including "plays" in the

Same class as "films" in its discussion ,of film industry tax

Shelters, Theatrical productions, unlike films, have never been

Characterized as "tax shelters."

Risks associated with theatrical productions are so

high, the rewards so speculative, that investMent must be soUght

virtually exclusively from high tax bracket investors who can'

afford a total loss of their investment. Even such investors

1
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are reluctant to invest in 'the theatre because the ohly rewa5d

6 they can generally receive is their high risk ordinary income,

taxable at a 701 braCket._

follows:

'Changes are needed in federal income tax laws as

1. Adopt a new subchapter of'the Internal Revenue

Code for "Theatrical Production Companies."

2. Clarify.existing law to allow recovery of cost

accounting for "theatrical production companies."

3. Provide for a "theatrical production tax credit"

for investmentk by "theatrical production companies"

.in "theatrical productions."

4. Provide for capital gain treatment upon sale of

certain theatrical production rights.

5. ProviAe for a limited exclusion from income for

profits from a "theatrical production 6ompany"

which are reinvested in another "theatrical

production cdmpany."

6. Provide fOr Capital gain treatment for royalties

received by authors from "theatrical production

companies" iolely for, first productSon rights of

their works.

Tax legislation to aid the theatre is imperative in

order to carry out the government's objective of encouraging.

the arts. Incentives to investment in the tax-paying theatre

are necessary'in that these Amntures may produce Sizable

tax revenues.
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Public knowled4t of the role played by the theatre in the

Uhited States

In his book AFTER THE FACT, Stuart W. Little posed the

,question, "Is the theatre understood?" As A keen observer of

the scene, he supplied his own respOnse: "Certainly the'press

has not sufficiently comprehended the vast changes that have .

taken place...and are still taking place, in the structure of

the theatrethe ways of organizing, supporting, and presenting

dramatic events in this country. Yet the press alone is not

to blame,for misunderstandings end lack of interest. Theatre

people themselves have often not appreciated many of the forces

at work."

There are positivelndications of'increasing public

consciousdess and media support of the theatre, but.as yet there

exists not a single unified program to increase public awareness

of this remarkable asset to the human condition._ For a medium

which speaks so well tä itS audiences from its stages, it is
.2

remarkable how inarticulate it s been in other forums. No

centraradvocacy agency yet exisis despite some far-seeing efforts

frames tem enlightened individuali.*.

The debilitating separatenessYbf different theatre entities

In the spring ofl914, a.conference of all theatre

constittencies was held at Princeton University under the title,
. .

'the First American.COngress of theatre. Its Organizers'issued

a StateMent of PurPose which iead in part: "Theatre' in the

11.
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a.
United States has traditionally dealt with its problems

individualistically, each producing unit fending for itself

as best it could., Operating .in this way, it has become a

,
highly divetsified, vita/ and innovative artistic force,'

respected and emulated throughout the world. .But its econoMic

1

1

viability has beep made increasingly precarious by the familtar

ills that beset the'nation'S Social Structure.,

-"These4robleMs have reached a point at which they

can no longer be dealt with effectively by any one segment

of the theatre. The entire coimunity will have to decide as a

unit what must be done lo overcome the effects on ittendance

of urban.deterioration, transportation problems, and the

disastrous conjunctiOn of-inflation and economic recession."

For four day141ffiore than 200 thentm_professionals,,_

foundation executives, educators, government officials,,,nd

others with a special intereit in theatre met and discussedithe

probleMs and theOpportunities;

The conference closed with an impressive display of

camaraderie amatetermityitton to go Iorward collectively tio

achieve the goaAp definedduring the teetinge.

Almost four years.later- the spirit ndivisiveness,

suspicion4:and outright hostility that' pervaded, the opening

hours of the conference, but which soon was subdued in the

realization that ere were problems common to all, is again

visible and audible.

4
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The Broadway theatre is accused of profiting from the

sweat of the not -for.profit theatre. The not-for-profit theatie

is indicted foi producing "the best of Broadway." Common purpose

has given way to petty insinuation. 'But the,common problems

remain, largely unsolved and, in all too many cdses, unapproached.

John F. Wharton, in a paper written for The, League of

New York Theatres and Prodliers, iemarked: "The Creative Core

of the living theatre can be proud of the fact that, despite

lack of help and encouragement, dspie financial harasisment,

despite discrimination against it, it has maintained, artistically,

a vital dynamic theatre. But artistic vitality'cannot surmount

financial disaster forever. Our Creative Core is today on

the brink of the cascade; at any moment it may go down with a

plunge._ Yet very little isneeded to avert the dangeg.":-

Mr. Wharton made that statement in 1961. But it holds

true today. By applying band-aids to-gaping wounds, it has-been

possible to prevent that "plunge." Butthe American theatre

ought not to have to hold on by its finger ils.
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AMERICAN COMMuNrri THEATRE ASSOCIATION A DIVISION OF THE ANAERICAN THE2:7E ASSOC:A:ION

Jeanne Adams Wray
Oklahoma State University
Still Water, Oklahoma 74074

28 October' 1977

Mr. Robert 3. Anderson, Jr.
Vice President Ic Director, Economics
MATHTECH
P.O. Box 2392
Princeton, ,New Jersey 08540

Dear Mr. Alderson: -4

ACTA president Charles Sti Iwill, Waterloo:Community Playhouse in Iowa, with
whom you hay: been in correspondence, aaka4 me to mail the enclosed "Reeponse"
to you as the American Commuzity Theatre Association's input for your study on the
conditions and need of professional theatre -in America.

Bdth4tilwi11 and lismid Young, immediate past president of ACTA, have comMented
upon and corrected ars documents and copies have been filed with the current ATA
president and with the ATA Executive Director in Washington.

.0

If ACTA can be of any further assistance in the Mathtech study, please let any or
all of us lmow.

\ Cordially yours,
31441.44.

Jeanne Adamsital.
Past Preisident, ACTA, and
Member.at-Large, ATA

Board of Directors



A RESPONSE FROM ACTA TO FOUR QUESTIONS
ABOUT THEATRE POSED BY MATHTECH FOR
INCLUSION IN ITS STUDY ON THIS; CONDITIONS
AND NEEDS OF THE P4OFEisIONAL THEATRE
'IN AMERICA.

AMVICAN COMMUNIN THEATRE ASSOCIATION 4 A DMSION OF THE AMERICAN THEATRE ASSOCIATCN
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WHA'r 1kRE_ THE MAiOR PECOBLEM.S 'AND. OPPORTUNITIES FICING THETHEAtRE
chlA? .

,
..........

,
Theatre like Frodo lives! Although we can intone with Dickens that, for

theatre, "it wits the best of timei, it was the worst ortiznes," we have solid evidence
that theatre Li no longer A Tale of Two Cities 7- New York..and London... Good "live
professional presentationOrpliys" takes place in Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Chicago,
and Dallas, as well as in MidIan,d, Texas; Waterloo, Iowa; Lincoln, Nebraska; in
Cincinnati, Wichita, New Orleans, Nashville, Oklahoma City, and in many cities and
towns in beteen. In college. and universities, in resident repertory theatres, in
community theatres, in parks and recreation theatre groups, in army entertainment
centers, in children's theatres, in high schoOle, In dinnen theatres, in experimental
groups .3. wherever theie are well trained and iesponsiblt directors andtproducer-
managenc in charge of production, "live profeseional presentarion of plays" happens.

But the greet nurnberrof theatresv'and the ya/ieties of ldinds of theatres sPaced over
this enormous Conntry make any-sort of accurate quantification or assessment of quality
impossible. Span, number, and variety of American theatre presentations defy instru-
ments of measuretnent. This is American theatre's first problem: "You gotta know

the territory! And nobody does, atthis point. t

The eecond problemis one of ifocus. American theatre at all levels puts tpo much
emphz.sts upon stage trappings. With our marvelous Yankee know:;how we have engi--
neared amazing stage machinery, invented remiriable lighting systems, ingeniously
adapted industrial designs.and materials for stage use so that we can, granted the
funding, cre4e _stage enVironments, of breatht4leg beauty and 'authenticity. But within
those envirotiMents, we tolerate WA:nen creatures with inaudible voices imho move Withal!
grace or authority. We have tended to substitute technOlcigy for training, particularly
in conamercial theatre and, where possible, in regional repertory, uniliersity, and
community theatre. Mechanical magic has come to mean more than min emotini.

The third problem is waste. In theatre, as in all other aspects of Anierican life,
we expend precious energy and materials in prodigal fashion. -1+,70 set on Broadway I.

ever 'recycled. (Obviously, after a long run and two nationel company tours, some set*,
do wear out. But most are burned tp avoid storage costs.) Regional theatres diecard
good lumber and unique prop pieces; evn college inti community theatres do not prac-
tice conservation universally. And too much money is wasted by investors in bad plays.
/n regional theatre, government and private subsidiee :are wasted without. adequate

accountability preitedures. In university and civic theatres waste occurs in ineptly
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managed facilities. The waste of human energy and the expense of human spirit re-
suiting from 1.tTa:king the rounds," from,being insufficiently trained but over endowe
with great expeaations, and frbm reporting for a job where rid work is required all
provide the saddest and most distressing evidence of our prodigality in theatre.

The fourth prOblem in theatre is its aressure-sensitivity. Theatre is at this poini
too susceptible to pressures from unions, from audiences, and from the press. Thil

in o groups for ease of communication and for accomplishment of common goals. Buil
Attack, per se, *upon unionization within the theatre. Human beings must organit

we are all aware of inequities in hiring, in interpretation,of leasing contracts, of
featherbedding. The problem here is how to limit inordinate union demands and how t
control abses. Union problems are greatest in commercial theatre, but they extend Iu
to regional theatres and to some civic theatres, and, in isolated instances, to universit;4
theatres. In addition, theatre is too sensitive to its audience's tastes andipanders to 1
them, without making an attempt to elevate and inipire beyond socially ackeptable
cliche levels. This is a coUntry-wide problem. And theatre is sen itive to.criticism

-, from a self-elected, audience-elevated coterie of critics that, with do little theatre I
background and with too much promulgation of its opinions, sets false standards 'and
establishes criteria to which theatres conform season after season and which audience
accept as oracular. ,

Finally, the fifth problem that theatre faces is also America's problem --4ur
general lack of conviction and direction. Where are we all going? FeW people -- in
theatre or dutside it -- appear to irave a clear and definite Weltansicht .-- ao world
view, no particular attitUde toward life and reality. If theatT7Toes not take stands,
does not protest, does not innovate, is it because the layWrights, whose mouthpie
we are, find no great ideas to write about, no univ sal truths to believe in? The
dearth of. Coitemporaryplays of Meat, And the emLtais upon trivial entertainrne
reflect our. society's ge4eral disinclination to come to grips with reality.

,i

. , In a complex societiaall.probliwis ire compounded, interlocked, and intensified. 1
t ,

'But they wdst alongside':compounded opportunities. The five categories of problems
outlined above are offset by an equal number of positiVe potentialities to which we pay t,
lip service but do not act upon. We have more leisure time, greater affluence, a large',
better-informed audience, better facilities, more enlightened and better organized
service groups, and a greater information dissemination capability in theatre than eve
before. .

..

HOW WILL TI-EESE PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES UNFOLD IN THE FUTURE?
.,, ......1_.....:1,.... --.41,04*---w----.4 .., .-... ...4. -44.,---40

il
Barring (please God) nuclear holocaust or world war, we can assume that ourl

,'opportnnities in theatre are limitless in the area of audience development. More g
people with a higher level of literacir, more free time, and adequate means should a
continue to come into America's theatres -- if we give them the kind of theatre they
need rather than what they've developed a taste for. They will come to us bearing the I
psychic ornptiness that is symptomatic. of our society. Theatre has the opportunity,
the incredible potentiality, for inspiring tts audiences, for providing substance to
fill that emptinessv , ,, ,, , , . -. ,-. I

Theatre, like nature, abhors a vacuum. And, Again like nature, theatre is in thee
process of,continuous =nation. In the, future, theatre groups will' continue to form,
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1

3..
_and perform at,all levels -- in large cities, 'including:New York; in towns, in al/ tiie
educational institutpns, in chrches, in theme parks, in. hisiOricarrestorations, in
bars. We may find increased business for lunchtime theatre, teatime (or cocktail)
theatre, and weekendtheatre showcasing. Becadse people are looking if,,or ways to
occupy their time, we can probably expect an increase in amateur actors and vdlim-
teer technicians flocking td,a wide variety of theatres which need their servicei --
and not just to community theatres. There may be a decrease in the I.....ie of theatre
hopefuls bombarding Broadway because of the increased opportunities for perfOrmance
.and /or pay elsewhere. But this projected future increase in volume, vari.- -, and
kind of theatre, theatre-goer, and participant will complicate'the first prob:z.m-we
identified; defining, qUantifying, and assessing the quality, of theatre in America.

The second and third current proems for theatre,identified as a focus upon
tedhnology over training and as enormous waste g ntiterials and both physical and
psychic energy, may in future be.partially*solveafor s. Lack of resources, dimin-
ished energy suptilies, and curtailed transPortation facilities could radically change the
emphasis upon technology and may, of necessity, refocUs the emphasis_upon_the actots..._
making greater demands upon hitn and his potential.. There will undoubtedly beisome
cOnservation legislation enacted within the next decade thit williaffect both the waste.
factor and die redirection of humaiienergies. OUr profession may be strenzthened
by a curtailtnent of resources that will require greater human Ingenuity as compensa-
tion for that curtailment.

The fourth and fifth problems deal ,with attitude and intention. Theatre will not be
susceptible to pretsures -- from unions, audiences, or critics (ProbleniNo. 4).v/hen
and if it develops initiative and positive thrust that can derive from overdoming a lactic
of cohviction and a lack of direction (Proble No. 5). Too few people in our profession
have a sense of identity. They go into theatre n search of identity. In future, unless
some radical change takes place in the educatio and trairc.mg of all Americans -- not
just those who seek trainitcg in theatre -- we can Surne that tinsel and titillation will
continue to replace thought and moral sinew onstage a. ithoUt anshift in the
edudative prodessi in future, the dearth of significant and s II s new plays'will con-
tinue, and the neglect of significant and serious old plays will ndure.

4

WHAT CAN BE DONE t'0 SOLh THES
OPPORTUNITIES?

We have outlined five categories o
to those problems can be re.duced to t
intensified and monitored training.

PR EMS CAP /TALIZE ON

roble
catego

s in American theatre, bUt (11-eso1Utions
ei: improved communidation and

there is evidende drat the problem of ide "fy g, defining, and q1antifying the
span, lumber, and variety of theatre activitie America is being ddressed in this
present study commissioned by the National Endowment. This is a art toward national
communication among theatre people. In addition, the American Th atre)Association,
as the largest, most diversely 'structured theatre service,,group in Amtca, has the
poten ial for providing a data bank of useful quantifiable information for variety of
thea e concerns. ATA, which includes under its large umbrella all the varieties of
non .tconmercia1 theatre organizatidns in the United States, has, besides its horizontal

Stji



affiliation with ibs eight specialized national components, ** various vertical alliances

4.

with over thirty state theatre associations and with the nine regional theatre associatio
(most of which ATA has brought into being 'and fostered). -This "cross--hatchingo-of*-----
affiliations, by bo.th generic and geographical groupings, puts the ATA National Office II
'in 'Washington in touch with the largest,and most diverse aggregate, of theatre prOduters,
presenters, and artist-craftsmen in America.

One diversely structured theatre service group like ATA provides infinite possi-
bilities for increased communication, cooperation, and exchange of vital Inforinatitin.

k (ATA addressed the whole problem of the State of theatre In 1975 at its.nationally sig
nificant Wingspread Conference. The Wingspread Report, with the various Response
papers interpreting the Report's impact upon each of the theatre associations within
ATA, is recommended to Mathtech as a resource docuMent for the present study.)
ATA's Assembly of States and ATA's Assembly of Regions, activated in August, 1977,
and scheduled to meet annually at convention time, provide still greater representatiol
for national theatre and have the.potential for speaking authoritatively for theatre in
America. ATA's four Commissions ;-for Theatre Development, for Theatre Educatio
for Theatre Research, and for Standards and Accreditation, can within a few years,
develop instruments to lquantify.and interpret accumulated d4ta, the results ot which,
placed in the hands-of legislators and government agenciesa ight change_the whole
face, force, and focus of American theatre. Given the pres nt d namic leadership 1 11

among ATA and constituent association officers and the national âffice staff, ATA will
have, within the next five years, both a broad data base and instr&rnènts for qttantifica
tion and interpretation which will assist in the first-named problem -- how to obtain
documentation for what kind, where located, and how much theatre exists in the Unite
States. All ATA lacksfor immediately setting the machinery for quantification into
Motion is money sufficient funding to buy computer time and programmers.

What is still needed is a closer.liaison among cOmmercial and non-commeicial
theatres. The artists in theatre -- actors, directors, designers -- 3hare a common
background of training and focus. The producers and manacrers do rot. Theatre Com-
munications Group might well broadervits btse th-in-aliide both commerCTirandinrnu
ity theatres of proven stabilky ito provide greater diversity and more national represe
tation. Interchaple of information among producers might very well diminish the waste

_problern mentioned earlier, if some exchange and-sale of materials on a national basil
were possible. In addition, the League -of New York 'The atres should be in touch with
the manager-producers in other parts of the country.

In fact, if the lei'dership of ill theatre organizations in the country -- and here I
would include ATA, TJSItT, Actors' Equity, U.S.A. , SSDC, TCG LNYT, etc. -- coul
be drawn together inth a National Integrated Theatre Organization (note that the
acronym is NIT4p, which suggests the volatile, explodive impact I envision), to serve
as a council for legislators and agencies, all intra-theatte and extra-theatre iion
would he iniproved, and ours would be a united national voice! We coull byyir very .111

** Namely, the Ainerican Community Theatre Association (ACTA) -- iich includes I
some dinner, parks and recreation, and church theatre groups; 4ary-Theatre Arts
Association (ATAA); Children's Theatre Association of America (CTAA); Secondary
School Theatre Association (SSTA); University and College Theatre Assotiation (UCTII

syniversity/Reiident Theatre Association (TJIRTA); National Association'of Schools of
-1Theatie (N4ST); and American Theat re Students Lea ue ATSL'



numbers and variety,

Once we've identif
have pooled informati
all of which can be ac
to the second aspect o
training. And here w
taste, criticism; "so
education, the proper
of living,, is a proble

The current ernph
narrow and specific
Although it i demons
he can execute a part
fact. C.'S. Lewis po
tors is :lot to cut do%
of all students to bec
As a profession, the
Latin sense of lover'
music, literatu7e;

the three R's.-
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uence funding for and quality of theatre in America.

ad who we are, cou,psd how many and how diverse we are, and
n to dimiiishAwaste of bg p. material apsLihurnanreaonzces
omplished through communicating with each other we can turn
our soluti3n to theatre's problems: intensified andmonitored
address ourselves to the other identifie problems; qualit7.
,"-and theatre's lifeblood, nlaywriting. The proper kind of
kind of training in all aspects of theatre as well as in all aspects
we share with all other professions in t e late seventies.

asis upon "career education," wherein-a student is trained for a
d, has affected our entire society, the tre people included.

rable that the more 1. person know's aboit everything, the better
cular job, pre'!assional educators seem t have fgrgotten this
ted out in The Abolition of Man, 'The ta k of the modern educa-
jungles but to irrigate deserts...." We have allowed the minds

me deserts; we give them nothing green and growing to feed upon.
tre rnt:3t speak out for the retlell of the amateur '-- in the word's

in the entire education process. All the a:Its -- theatre, dance
d the visual art s must be as basic-in a, child's education as

I envisian an Exp rimental Turnaround)Year (a revolutionary idea that could be pro..
posed by NITRO, ur ssaciation with other national arts groups and the National Educa-
tion Association) in hich, at all levels, K-l2, children beconie participants in the arts
for a half-day for n e months -- they write, dance, play music, paint and sculpt
"and otrt of school,. a observers, for the sarne`period, they are bombarded with radio,
television, and film which present only great literature, =Isla, and art, and the lives

,great artists, alo g with the existent frogramming for current social issues.-4The
elling job to be don on network advertisers would take the united efforts of us all! ) If

we want America to recover her soul, this Would be a valid and dramatic way to begin.
(The onji.way to ove come pressure is with equal pressure! Theatre must develop its ow

IlrevolutionaWlireilittetactics to turneducation around, io make of all,children amateurs
of and participants, in the arts ,.+7 and with the arts as referenCe points, they'll have the
vision, the_vocabulary, aade command of metaphor to enrichlheir stu 4 the saienceS
IIt will take' this sort of garMtuan turnaround 7. or, at least, ,some irrad1 n of the mur
-- in the publia sch ols to shake up education and stir.it from its focus upon specialiiatior
The profession at theatre, incorporating, as it does, all the arts, should take the leader-' ship in making such a re-awakening of American children to the arts happen and for
seeing that, once awakened, their imaginatins continue to be fed. If we want theatre to
improve, we've got to improve the minds of our future audientes.

, , . ,-

And what.about the colleges and universities? Despite.the ritualistic genuflection
of higher education*.administrators toward "liberal" education, there is Little reverence
for or reference to the arts and humanities on our nation's campuses. How to make a

. living looms larger than how to live. 1?egree plans bristle with requirement's for
courses which teich a narrow specialty with a diminishment of.cotirses which teach
students to question worth or to weigh values. Training far theatre reflects' the current
narrow focus upon career education. Breadth and detsthpf knowledge about and-experi-

I

ence in voice and movement work, acting atylesi and theatre literature are neglected
8

1



6.
in many university theatre classes for more easily assiMilated skills,in'musical
theatre techniques 'and management. Crowd-pleasing, salable "seasons" that attempt'

4to duplicate coinrnercial theatre sUccesses take precedence over experimental work- II
shoTi productions -or -ate ore ation aof -them.c lassie s II1oo many-student* a-re-allowed-to--
act and direct publiCly before they're ready for public viewing. I

For a decade within the constituent associations of ATA, a clamor for some
minimuni standards for theatre training has been developing. It is significant that I
comxnunity theatre, often regarded as theatre'.4 embarrassing baStard, was the first
group to formulate standards. In 1973 ACTA leaders adopted and promulgated standar
which were delineated as community theatre's responsibilities --we culled them the,
ThreeR's to the profession, to our theatre workers, and to the communities we

rough a series of correspondence study manuals the firit comprehensive professio
serve. And ACTA, in cooperation with Pennsylvania State University,' is
th
community theatre training program in the.country. In August, 1977, the university
and college group within ATA UCTA ikdopted a controversial and long-debated
set of minimum requirements for theatre training for undergraduate and graduate
degree programs. For the last three years SSTA has debated the criteria for theatre
training in public schools. Children's theatre people are addressing the 'problem of I
ferrnulating their,own standards. We have-a long way to-go, but the -entire theatre
comniunity in America, through concerted agitatiOn and piessure, must push for a
broadened, deeperied instruction in all the arts for theatre stUdents as well as for a I
return to the enriching instructionof the liberalizing sciences and humanities.

V

UCTA's annual American College Theatre Festivals and,ACTA's biennial state,
regional, and national Festivals of American 'Community Theatre (known as ACTF an
FACT, respectively) have served to make visible the inequities in training, scope, tn
philosophy of theatre. But festivals eniphasize product when what the profession need
is better training in process.

No national theatre for the United States is possible -- we are too large a country g
wit4 too diverse a population and too demotratic a political structure (thank god!) to
develop in one place with one faculty a national theatre. What we can develop, howevel
is a Theatre Training Institute without Walls which consists of a three-part training
program that has national recognition and support. This institute is made up of a
g ;I, Human Resources Bank, (2) a Training. Delivery System, and (3) a National Recog-I
nitiOn of Quality mechanism. Place is not important to good theatie. People are.,
We must find and identify those people in theatre who know their craft and can teach
it. We 'must find the great teachers of plalwriting; of movement, of voice., of acting
styles, .of directing, of design -- wherever they are, in whatever genre of theatre --
ascertain their willingness to be designated as Teaching Fellows of the. American Tha.
Institute. That's the first step. Second, in the Institute's Training p el iv r y System,
an exacting Institute Eintrance Examination process must be workedlout, wherein thea
students may apply to have their theatre talent potential assessed and their theatre
training to date evaluated. If talent potential is high enough and if training level is ad
quite, they will be accepted into the Institute as Aspirants and be sent to study with
appropriate Teaching Fellow(s) for sPecialization and/or broadening, depending upon
the recommendation of the examiners. The level of the examinations should be soi,_
diffidult, exacting, and thorough that all but the best caMidates will be winnoWed t.
An aspirant completes his Institute-prescribed training perilid and must work in the p

fession wherever he likes for five yeard before he cazi petition for the Institute's T''ste.
Sb-



7.

of approval," the third part of our concept -- the Recognition of Theatretd4.4P°
prize, which carries .no ,monetary_ a wark.140.tuthe_gr eatozsg,rlionoz.aliat-1444ie-rican
theatre,ean bestOw., ievtrirlbTk 16apply for: examination by the Institute.
Most applicants will have corn leted their university training in theatre before they
apply. College and universitie will raise their training standards to match the
Institute's as nearly as possib orders to increase their graduates' eligibility
for becoming aspirants, Children's theatre trathing and secondary school training
in theatre will fotus/sharply toward the criteria thesInstitute sets up. Community
Iheatre will uncover 'and encourage talent of Institute calibre. The level's of theatte
training all over the country will be eleltated. Theatre students will find the Indtitute
a worthy goal toward which to work, an ideal toward which to aspire.

In summary, then: to solve the problems in theatre as outlined, .the total theatre
ommunity muSt unite; communicate; exchange ideas, rnaterial)personnel; must
form its NITRO pressure group and call together professions to join us; must take'
oncerted attion'to ''irrigate the deierts" of the American psyche by radical and
dynamic reversal of the American education system_through pressure and persuasion.
We must agree upon high,standards-for training in the profession itself and, again
by press3,rie, forte the creation by legislation of a funded Institute for Arnericin
Theatre Training (without walls but with such strength tb.at it will be felt as a national
monument).

WHO CAN DO THESE THINGS?. wis=41/1.
" If the two proposed solutions for theatre's five projected problem areas are to

be acComplished, nothing less than total mobilization of the arts-oriented people of
this country will serve. There must be both individual agitation and cotlective action.
We must mount guerilla resistance activities for individuals at the same time a-s- we
thrust our.united arts arity boldly forward into headon, flank, and rear attacks on
all tronts.

The producers, directors, designers, and actors of national reputation now workini
in commercial theatre -- the commercial professionals -- have the, most clout and

. can find the most money. They have served traditionally as spokesmen for American
Theatre.

They must.now recognize, cominunicate with, and speak for their worthy counter-
part -- the non-commercial professionals -- in such service groups as American
Theatr iation and its constituent divisions, USITT, TCG, etc.

These two groups must persuade the theatre unions and commercial,theatre
suppliers to join in for one united voice for American theatre.

A4 the above must marshal the support of their counterparts in related commercial
and non-commercial arts groups and associationi -- music, dance, literature, and
the visual arts.

A

All these groups and associations (and the people within them individually to their
local educators) must persuade the National Education Association of the validity of

experimenting with an Educational Turnaround Year.
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All the above must then stand firmly tegether before the President, the Office of i
Edudation, and the Congress to get executive sanction, moral support, and enabling 111

funding legislation to mak the educational experiment happen. (Aipropriate indiliidual
guerilla action on local 1,e slators is a part of this stefd. )

Each step of this marshaling of pressure forces and each proposed action should
be given the widest possible publicity in all media. This arts army will not travel ones
stomach but on its image!

The acceptanCe and-funding of a proposed The atre Training Institute will require I
the same personiel ill a slightly different mobilization pattern.

In a dernoCratic society, a Great Leap )Forward in the Arts can mean a great leapI
forw,ard for.all alpects of our society, including the profession of theatre. Theatre
reflects its society. And although, as Hazlittt said, knowledge gained from Shalcedipea
tragedy doedrpot free man from evil; it may free him from being deceived by evil. A
that's a step in the right direction.

,

Jeanne Adams Wray, for the
American Community Theatre
Association, 15 October 1977.
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October 24,1977 ,

Mr. Robert J. Anderson,Jr.
Vice President 6 Director,"Econdatics
Mathtech-The Technical Res arch and
Consulting DiVision of Mat tica,Inc.
P.O. Box #2392
Pkinceton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Mi. Anderson:
A

.1 im writing, this as President of. the
Producers League of Theatre for Young Audiences,
in resPonse to your letter-of September 27.

*

Since we are primarily concerned with that part

of the theatrical.community which performs fer a
specific segment of the total audience, let me
address myself to your questions as they relate tp,.

our field.

Before I do, I should,give you a brief bit of

hiStory rga AUStiCató what stiort of a role theatre for

young aidience now pldys. UP to perhaps ten or
twelve years ago "Kiddie 'Theatre" was just that,

weekend
a
and holiday performances of popular fairy
Otales' pted by an endlesp succession of producers

employ ng mainly amateur'and semi-pro actors. Neither
the actors nor the producers generally remained in
the field for long and perfomances were predominantly
on a rather inferior levell,

,
-Continued-8 ""
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Then, in the mid-to-late 60'a a major change
started tO take place. An agreement covering the

the union. Schools began to book,and
of Equity actbrs was signed between major

pr
pe ormances at an adjunct to their curriculum,
making popsible the booking of runs of performances,
not just Scattered weekend performances. Thus, a
cycle'had now started which enabled wo tp hire better
actors, keep casts together longet, commission superior
writers to create.scripts, produce plays of more serious
content and give them longer rehearsals' and better

physical trappings. In short, the field had become
profeSsionalized. With thii growth and development,
governmental and states arts agencies, as well as
privateloundations, how began to contribute supOgrt,
further reinfbrcing the growth cycle. Thus, we noW have

a number of companies performing exclusively for yOung

people, AS Well AS reitional theatres With companies
Rerformin4 for young p ople, which are well.manage(4
of rather solid financ al structure and maintaining
Equity casts for,entir fall-to-spring seasons or for
lesser substantial run

The audience for a
performances is in the
productions are sold f
schools eif considered
for a huge national m
being able to develop
its potential.

The major problem(n
with its budget subjec
its board, possibly in
teachers due to shrin
municipal budgets, ti
(probably an average
the performance may b
professionals_ and act
(based on a 1,000 sea
upon it as a one-shot
looms'large.

- 11

arge preponderence of these 'NI

schools, to which, by and large,
r a fee as packages. And the
in total, create the potential
ket. The challenge lies in
is market to anything approaching

ed I say) is monetZA school,
to annual scrutiny and paring by

a position of having to lay off
ng enrollment and/or reduced
s it difficult to allocate $500

rice) for' a perfbrmance. True,
of very high quality, performed by
lly costing.only 500 per student
auditorium). But.the school looks
expenditure, and as such, the fee

P

-Continuedib
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'Mr. Robert Jw.Anderson, Jr. October 24,1977

"Pige Thiee

The secondary problem lies with those school
iadministrators,who not only object to the cost of
performing arts progFams but say, "what does it have
to o with edhcatioh, lep them go with their parents
on e weekend". Needless to say, the terrificjmpact
of rts in the schooli is that it reaches all children,
cu no across all strata. It is'the only way to reach
al segments,of young people in significant numbers.

How, then, can-we make it possible for these vast
n ers of young people to experience the arts and open
th ir hearts and minds to the riches transmitted only

ough live .performances? How can we Convince administrators
t the arts are as imPortant to the grot0h of a child

as the 3 R's, that a life'without theatre-and music is
bl ak ind d and-that the arts are as integral a part of

fully d eloped and educated child as a thorough
k ledge of arithmetic and penmanship?

I believe that the answer lies with the Federal
'g ernment, both in creating the atmosphere for the acceptance
o the performing arts in.the schools and in making it
f nancially feasible.

True, some states, through their arts councils,
d partments of ed4cation or pther agencies already do
a sist schoolp in funding performing arts programs. But
41 h aid is spotty, the money scarcel'and the process-very
1 -profile due to.this paucity of funds. In short, state
a d is thin and the attitude of state agencies toward'

'p ofessional performing arts in the schoo1s falling far
s ort of that necessary to create an environment conducive
t growth and development. -Only the Federal government,
w th its ability to cut across state boundaries, its means
f r influencing opinion and its more'ample budget can do
e job. And doing the job, as we seeitt, means going

y on record that the performing arts should be an integral
p t of the educational process and making this view-known

every school and school system in the country`and by
1 ading the way in writing suggestive curricula to implement
th s view. And, of course, in making avallable the funds to

-Continued-
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effect it. The effort should probably be joint,
taken on by both NEA and HEW. Only with such a massive
effort can theatre-and the other performing arts_become
an integral and meaningful part of the daily life of
all young Americans and came to play a more important
role in Ole American life-style of tamorrow.

--CH:bg
41111.ca 011,

Charl 1,
.1ftnaging Director

4,



A
27 October 1977

I e
Dear Andy:

Ne4

Thenk you for your invitation of September 27, 1977, to have this
organisation comient on the national problems and opportunities
faCine the theatre in America.

From the Theatre Development Fund's position in 'the business Of°
the collective mark:l

a bias.
ing of theatre admissions, our view is

naturally tinged wi WS perceive the lack of market-
ing systems for theatre, commensurate with the capability of
contemporary systems, as cerhaps the greatest problem affecting
the kmerican theatre. The sale and diesemination of 'material
about the theatre is still in many respects in the dark ages./
Despite the recent introduction of telephone order and charge
pri ages to many segments of theatre operation, the need for
a mor coup hensive system, protiably computeiized, is so obvious

as to cely worth pointing out. The sale end distribution
of admissions is an ideal computer application, and there are
many existing models, in fields such as air travel, fram which
to drew a technology appropriate to the theatre.

The operating costs for the use of computer terminals and other
hardware are declining rapidly, and iiithin a few years the costs
for equipment and personnel will become very reasonable: However
there are problems which,could deley the introduction of such,a
system fot an undue period of time.

The first problem is that the up-front
such a system remain vesy substantial,

4111'.in theatre, profit and not-for-profit,

tract capital at the level required to
tionally.

capital costs of establishing
and there are few interests
that can accumulate or at-
develop such a system na-



This leads us directly to the observation that in,the absence of-
federal Policies addressing the needs of all theatre in the United
States, it may prove impossible for any one segment to develop

,

such a system on its own.

The policy of government agencies!in this nation, bottate and
,

federal, has been generallytoiustain the'artisticelly meritorious
and original proeramming of the not-qor-profit theatres. This has
.led to some. very important gains in quality of artistic output and
eiployment of artists and otherpersonnel. ,The policy, however, ,

has not as yet produced the kind of advances for the United States
theatre that eight be realized by dealing with those areas where
productivity and efficiency, both in marketing and in other activi7
.ties! might'be realized. Instead, there has been a great deal of
guerilla warfare and mistrust.herween the profit and not-for-profit
sectors; This has led to their failure to unite, 'even in areas"
whers-tbe-common gooa is as clearly demonstrable as it is Lithe
inatanée of computerized and centralized ticket sales. 'Vow such
a combination mightbadversely affect artistic independence in the
not-for-profit sector defies,rational analysis.

It is 'commonly b4lieved that the 1 umol thesis of "cost disease"
condemnsthe theatre and the othe performing arts to.dispropor-
tionateli !Piing cosies that may eventually pricwthem out oCall
but the most affluent markets. -What appears- tp be happening instead,
is that tha tieing productivity of the society is providing more and'
more ditposable income which thebetter educated of,the population
are increasingly willing to apend in arts and reCreational activities,
and that this tendenay is more tilken compensating for the "Balm]."
effect.' If this ii 56, then clearly issues of distribution and
Marketing assume a'greater.inPortance.--

Ono of the difficaties in making 'judgments snch as the preceding
,0Uie-is.that the univeree of American theatre has not provided an
adequata,awd cpiffinuing information base from Aich such 4 potential

, trend ortendenty could be adduced. .Cmce &gain, the lack of public.
. policytoward the garnering of, such information has held back the
development oils coherent address to the matter.

It es clear 'free the *canonic aUccess of the past few seasons.on-
Broadway and,elsewhere that a public appetite for and interest in
the theatre his been'erouled. The cause and effect relationship
of this change in public attitude are mysterious and unretsearched..
TheY, are, however, clearly consequential to all theatre.

1
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It is perhaps asking too much of government that it should he

alone iresponsible-for assumincinitietives. Nevertheless, the
forums of government aie central to the developnent of public
policy. People_in the theatre, as in the other performing"arts,
have only-begun to realize that government can serve them in ways
other than V* subsidy. This perception must be sharpened if co-,
harent policy is to be developed.

.

,

auxins-the next several years'the not-for-Trofit theatres of
America, as a discrete entity, will suffetfrom an inability
-to generate contiihutions:ind unearned inane in proportion to
their rise in costs. TheyWill, of course,*.seek to make,the,case
for greater contributions, as they often now do successfullY.
Inevittbly, however,,theylwel: be drawn to coosiderations of ,

ways in which to increase and maximize other revenue ,-- frau ad--
missions, from the sale of subsidiery rights in properties that
they have deveppad, and-fron the dissemination of theirwarts
thkough other media,'such as film and television. Inevitably,
they will-be embroiled in difficult considerations of artistic.
choice reiative to potential revenues. Some view this process ,

as potential y corrapting. Nevertheless, the strains and agonies

:i
of such dac ion-making will have to be bórne by the coming.genem!
tion of art tic directors. It will be necessary to-develop uni-
form standards that free theatres from potentially disruptive and,
exploitative treatment of artists and playwiights. These standards .,
villehave to be developed in consultation with the commercial sectoi.
Once again,.the place of government in this discussion.will be crit-
ical. .

,.

, ,

Until it is understood by the,not-for-profit theatre community that
Broedway's.issues are in many respecti-identicil With their-own-
no nutual effort can be established. If the commercial theatre
needs tax ameliorations and incentives to attract new cepital mad
iniestment, 4somay well require the understanding of the not-foF-.
profit sector that this is in their own best interest, too. rot

their,part, the,commercial producers.must understand that even the
most arcane not-for-profit iheatre activity contributes to their
economic welfare. Actors' Equity and the other theatre unions must
also be educated 03 Continue to provide the leewevin which non-
union activity can develop and promulgate new works and artists
at low levels of compensation and reward. At present, the sepa--
rate mniverses are disCussing their concerns at relatively low
levels self-interest. Their mutual education and edification
is a p4iary task in the future.

4
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To the best of our knowledge, there has been only one organization

in the past devoted to the kind of concerns that are here ex-

pressed. This wall the ill-fated First American,Congress of Theatre,

which began its activities very promisingly in 1974 with escon-
ference in Princeton, and included, for the first tine, virtually

every element of the American professional theatre: PACT was re-

grettably ahead of its time. It will be necessary to re-invent/it,

vir rue substitute, in the near future, in order to provids'the

avenue for the kind of discussions that,must take place.

It is ironic that one of the more serious blows dealt to PACT was
the unwillingness of government agenciai -- the National Endow-

um for the,Arts and the New York State Council on the Arts --

to speculate whatsoeveg,,on ?ACT's potential value to the field.
This,extraordinary failure of imagination on the p4rt of the
agencies concerned reflects the isolationist attitddes of the

several universes of the theatre, each distrustful of the other,

each narrowly self-seeKine.

There aie In the theatre all sorts of service organizations dealing

with thee: conititusacies. They have very largely determined that
cooperation and interchange with each other is unwelcome to their

constituents. For this regSon stich importaneissues as the hail-
itatiokof the transfer of material'frowone sector to another,
the dwillopment of more.effective traini4g for artists, and the

structuring of a comprehensive 4ystem fof the sale and distributton

of tickets have remained nselectsd and uninvestigated.

In the future, the role of the federal government, particularly ' II

in investigating:hroid 00714 discussion and intercliange, will 11

Orobablt be-crucial in determining whether such cooperation takes

plece or'not. It is an initiative not to be missed.

JI/
With all good wishes,

Sincerely,

114h Southern
Executive Director

Dr. Robert J. Anderson, Jr.
Vice President 6 Director, Econamici

. mApiT4ca
P. 0. Box 2392
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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This statement has been prepared by the Theatre Communications

Group staff, after consultation with members of the profession, but

does not represent an official statement of TCG's Board of Directors.

This statement addtesses the problems of the institutional, non-

profit-professional theatre--those theatres committed to presenting

a body of work over an extended period of time, compriied of profes-

. sional staffs whose leaderships are responsible to trustees drawnTfrom

the immediate community or region.

These institutions are artistic, humanistic and social forces

within their communities, with Ehe ability to enrich'and enlighten

;

their audiences in the same way their libraries and museums do.

The artistic directors of these theatres encompass a wide range--.

from presenting classics drawn from the wwld's dramatic literature,

which are the cornerstone of our cUltural fieritage, to new work and

forms which comment on and reveal our contemporary society. Yot all

nonprofit profes3ional.,4heatre institutions share the common purpose.,
of providing a variety of services to their bommunities or regions in

addition to theit primary function of producing a repertoireipf playa.

In,short, these theatres are institutions performing varioui activities
to.

for differing constituencies. They are not merely buildings active

three hours in the evening for the performance of a play. The extent

41
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to which these institutiOns have been accepted by their communitie.r

is both astonishing and impressive. In 1976, the 151 theatres sup-
-

.plying information for the TCG SURVEY (based in 75 cities throughout

the country).played to 82.47. of capacity, gave 34,000 performances

(in all 50 states) of almost 1,700 different productions, which were ,

seen by an audience of almost 12 million people.

Of all the pertorming arti, theatre is probably the most immedi-

ately accessible to an audience because its medium of communication is

language. Virtually alf of these theatres have programs which take

theatre from their institutions directly to specific audiences in

Jtospitals, prisons and schools, as well as programs designed for the

elderly, the handicapped and the disadvantaged. The potential develop-

ment of supplemental programs in these areas is infinite, dependent

solely on developing additional financial support.

Until 20 years ago, when the first nonprofit theatre institutions

were founded, this country simply did not perceive the professional

theatre as-an arts discipline. Theatre was generally assumed to be

"show biz,"-a leisure-time" activity patronized primarily by the well-

to-do in New York. Within an astonishingly short 'period of time, we

h4ve seen the development of a national network.of theatres-comirtitted

to providing myriad services to their communities and regions in add

'

tion to their production of plays. The field has now achieved adoles-

cence. Institutions have been established with local boards of direc-

tors, audiences have been developed and fiscal stability achieVed.

Howei.rer, with barely adequate funding to provide staff and toNroduce

their varied repevtoires, these theatres have so far been lacking the
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resources to permit them to develop their potential to fully explore

the enormous capacity of the theatre to act as a forum for its tom-

mdftity or region. After several poor years, the commercial theatre

is again flourishing, and the entertainment trade journal, VARIETY,

has consistantlY published reports in the past year of reCord-

breaking profits. However, as in any commercial enterprise, the

411.

motivation to produce is based on the perception of mass appeal,

hence profit. The time has long since passed when commercial theatre

production could venture into experimentation or productions of limited
*1

Iappeal. Today the economic realities make the risks too great. This

change in the commercial sector's ability to foster new creative work

would have seriously jeopardized the development of a rich indigenous

American dramatic heritage were it not for the evolution of the non-

profit theatre. Perhaps more important, New York is, and has always

been, the originating point for the commercial theatre, the same role

Hollywood has served for the film'business. The nonprofit theatre,

.however, aware of the disparate and varied needs of a continent, has

no center. tal and original theatre organizations tan now be found

throughout the country and, indeed, have reversed the historic pattern

by increasinglypupplying both new plays and productions to the New York

commercial theatre,-as well as a steady flow of actors, designers and

other theatre artists.

A full discussion of the condition and needs of the nonprofit

professional theatrebwould ..equire a report much longer than is pos-

sible or practical in, this context. The following cursory outline

delineates a.few primary concerns.

9 J
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As noted earlier, of all the performing arts, theatre is the
y

most recent to become organized as an institution. Consequently,

while fOr many years communities throughout the country have accepted

the responsibility of assisting in the ongoing support of their sym-

phony orchestras or museums by providing contributions and establishing

endowment funds, not one theatre has been able to establish an endow-

ment fund until the Ford Foundation recently initiated their Cash

Reserve program, and the National Endowment for the Arts launched its

Challenge Grant Program. At this moment,very few theatres are yet

deriving annual financial assistance.from an endowment..

Theatre continues to generate a higher percentage of earned in-
.

come than the other disciplines. In 1976, the TCG SURVEY of 151 theatres

showed that a healthy 62.17. of total expenses was covered by earned in-
.

come. The dlrelopment of an indigenous American theatre, however, will

not take place if these institutions are required primarily to concern

themselves with developing and presenting material based solely on their
k

perceptions of what will appeal to a mass audience, and hence increaSe

their earned income. f this hippens, the institutional theatre will

be offering no alternative t-O the commercial theatre. Artistic risks

must be taken and evdty project--every production--cannot be a "hit!"

At present, these theatres are operating on budgets permitting so little

flexibility that directors are becoming alarMed that artistic choices

are increasingly being made on the basis of small cast and minimal produc-

tion demands of material that will appeal to a very large audience. The

early work of Eugene O'Neill would never have been produced if the only

1

1

yard stick were popularity. At the same time, the musical A CHORUS LINE could.
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'tional theatres presently do not have the financial resources to com-

mit to similar projects. Additionally, it is essential that audiences

liege 5

never have en created except under the artistic "shelter" afforded

its cast and sT!feA.ta7 over an extended period of time at-a theatre

!institution. It simply could not ha,;e. evolved in the normal month's

rehearsal period. Such. "experiments" are costly, and moat institu-.

throughout the country have the ability to see and know the classic

literature which is the foundation of our society. Neither Euripides

nor Shakespeare was concerned with earned income; their plas require

very large casts of actors with highly developed skills.

The total work force employed by the nonprofit professional theati4e

is the largest single source of employment in the professional theatre.

Despite this, these theatres are all understaffed and their pay scodhs

are so low that a career in this sector of the theatres aAsumes consider-

able personal financial sacrifice. The great majority of artists are

still forced to consider unemployment insurance benefits as part of

their 'regular" yearly salary. Not only must additional employment

opportunities be developed, but much effort needs to be made to permit

professionals in the theatre to achieve Rarity in terms of annual sala-

ries with those of other professions which require the same costly and

lengthy training.

The lack of funds also precludes the development--even on a

regional basis--of large acting companies capable of offering three

orimore productions in rotation within a given week. While such an

operating structure is assumed in the fields of dance, orchestras and

opera, only a handful of institutit5nal theatres operate in this mode,

MP-
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and none of these p3ssess sufficiently large /mpanies to fully

exploit this method of operation.

Concurrently, ways must be found to sustain and nurture individ-

ual artists (playwrights, designers, composers, etc.) who cannot work

at their craft in.isolation because theatre is a communal art form.

An institutional theatife is like an iceberg; the major portion

ist,nO't visible. To generate and Aeliver productions and activities

i4special ed constituendie's (youth ptograms, tours, etc.) requires

massive 1 isttgal support never evident to the Majority of audtences

merely attending the productions. Further, for a theatre to make a

major impact on its community or region, it must have th440bi1ity

(and necessary funding) to permit "research and development" pf both

personnel and programs.

TC6 SURVEY for the past three yearSr shows that substantial support

from individuals has not been able tel keep up with inflation and that

private foundation support has likewise not increased as rapidly as

the inflationary factor. Corporate support for the 49 largest insti-

tutional theatres in the country amounted to only 2.2of expenses in

1976. The theatre is an)xt form concerned with ideas, an art form

which celebrates, criticizes rand comments on our society. It is Sies-

tionable that corporations will significantly increase contributions

to a discipline witose°work inherently bears the risk of controversy.

Because of the vast si e!, of this country'', and the many different

types of audiences both attending these theatrps and potentially

available to the theatre, methods need to be devised to overcome these

problems b making the theatres increasingly aicessible both through

1

I.
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touring and through making their work known through the media.

Historically, we have always told Kansas about activities in New York.

Now, New-York should find out about actiAties in Kansas. There needs
/,

to be a madsive consciousnessraising about the roleof theatre nation-

wide.

There needs to be increased creative and administrative inter-

4
change among arts organizations. The arts share audiences and shod

also share cooperative projects in their communities. Significant

achievements have been made by the.Walker Art Center (Minneapolis)

hosting performing arts organizations andithe New York Shakespeare

Festival providing a home for srhall dance companies.

The role of organized labor in relation to these institutions

needs to be reassesaed. Historically, working conditions were'estab-

lished for the assumed short-term coMmercial theatre engagement.. In-

stitutionar theatres, because they are operating as public nonprofit

corporations with trustees from the community, and because, in most

cases, they offer employment over an extended period of time, reflect

an entirely different set of conditions concerning employmene than

has previously existed.

The development of a creative link with the commerci4 theatre

id also necessary, a methodology that encourages the transfer of

material in a positive and fruitful way. Such a link must insure

that when work is developed at nonprofit institutions with assistance

of public monies and donations of local private funds, an equitable

share of profits derived f om subsequen c mmercial productions

(commercial theatre, film, television, etc. ) are reinvested in these

knstitutions.
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The enormous growth and expansion of the professional nonprofit

arts institutions in all disciplines in the past 20 years is unpar-

ailed in history. These institutions, initially nourished by the

private sectr, have so expanded, and the demands being made on them

b their communities so increased, that their ability to survive, much

ess grow and develop, is beyond the resources of the private sector.

It seeml* appropriate that significant public monies now be allocated

to these institutions which have demonstrated their value arid importance

to their communities and, at the same time, have created siknigicant

,,employment opportunities for fields in wiiich America has long suffered

from chronic unemployment.-

-

Enclosure: excerpts from ta; SURVEY

e

4
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Settion One
ove( view

The 151 OVERVIEW Theatres respondig to a brief TCG questionnaire were all

nonprofit, tax-exempt prof9ssional producing organizations which had been in

existence for at least two years, had at least 16-week seasons, and which had

budgets in excess of $25,000. Their, responses were'vrally for fiscal years

ending June 3g, 1976, although a nUmber operate oh.a January-December fiscal

period &hd provided data for calendar.year 1976. A handful of companies operated

on'fiscal years ending at other times in 1976.

Based in 75 cities in 35 states and the Distrikt of Columbia, the theatres

performed--either In residence or on tour--in all 50 states, Canada, Mexico,

South America, and Eurone.

given 34,232 performances.

follows:

0

They mounted a total of 1,691 productions, which were

The zegional breakdown of performance actii.L.y is as

TA3LZ I

Region # of Theatres
Within Region

Attendance Is of Total
Attendance

Northeast JexCluding 40 2,259,036 13.9

New York City)
New York City 43 2,603,371 21.8

South ,,/ 16 .. / 1,395,850 11.7

Midwest 24 2,311,861 '19.4

Rocky Mountain States 3 38,766 . 0.3'

west Coast, Hawaii, Alaska 22 2,344,499 19.6

National Touring Companies 3 - 990,000 8.3

TOTAL 151 11,943,383 100.0

Although the above regional breakdown does not eoccount for touring activity,

some of which took place outside of the theatres' home region (especially, of

course, among New York City companies), the ratios reflected give a fair idea

of performance density and demonstrate how theatre has ceased to be a New York

I.

Ir



City-dominated:arts .discipline. One clarification of the Table I figures is

that, through'the Western States Arti Foundation, a number-of theatre companies'
'

(regarded.above as Midwestern and. West Coast organizations) toured the Pocky

Mountain States during 1976, m4ltiplying exposure to the nonprofit professional

theatre in that reg,ion several times.

Fiscal information provided by the 151 companies has been compiled as folllows:
/-

TABLE II

Categoty. $ Total 7 Average

Total Expenses 77 280 405 511,791

Earned Income 48,022,826' 318,032
Unearned Income 27,128,152 179,657
Total Income ' 75,150,978 497,659-
Income Surplus or (Gap) (2,129,427) (14,102)

00'

% of Total r

Exoenses

100.0

62.1
35.1
97.2

2.8

:. II

Being a labor-intensive industry (later in this report it is shown that

two-thirds of the aVes rage theatre's budget goes to personnel costs),'theatre

spending genez4tes increased spending in the community (on such items as hotels, I/

restaurarits, and taxis;.employee spending, taxes, etc.) at a ratio.conservatively

. II
estimated (using figures derived from U.S. Chamber of Commerce research) at 5:1.

Taking into conspierStion that the figure o $77.3 million does not represent

the entire field of 176 TCd constituent theatres and that the profession his seen

some growth since the cloSe.,,,of Fiscal Year 1976, it is safe to say that the total
6

economic impact of the nonprofit professional theatre within its communttles

arounl the country exceeds 7400 million a year.

0

It should also be noted that these ov:avizu Theatres earned only 62.1% of

annual expenses.- While this pere'entage for theatre is higher than the earning

rates of the other performing arts disciplines, it heverthelest left an earnin-,

gap in 1976 .of more than $29.2 million '=

4

the 151 theatres. Grants an contri-
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8

Putions raised to cover this gap totaled only $27.1 million, leaving a $2.1 million

overall operating deficit representing 2.6\ of expenses.

This all boils down to the fact that, the nonprofit professional

theatee to have "broken even" in 1976, it would have had to have charged a 50%

'surcharge on every ticket sold, on every touring fee, every school program fee,

andikvery other source of earned income. Or, put more graphically, each would

have had tb do without paying for Actors, directors, designers, stage managers,

playwrights, 3et3, costumes, lights and props.



Section Two
core

Forty-nine of the OVERVIEW Theatressupplied Cetailed ihformation

and will be referred to as CORE Theatres for the 1975-76 Fiscal Survey. these

1:49 have in common nonprofit, tax-exempt status; budgets is.' excess of i:250,0b

per annum; actors' salaries based on Actors' Equity Association scale or its

equivalent. k

Their diversity, however, is salient. They operate in 40 cities in

states and the District of Columbia. One company solely todrs; two specialize in

youth theatre; seven operate in conjunction with universities, although they are

itt f
lly professional; a number of others haVe conservatory.programs; several offer

largely classical repertoires; some heve "seco$C1 stage" projects primarily for

the presentation of new work; more than.nalf offer some sort of'touring productions.

The 49 CORE Theatres accourit for 57.3% of the total 'fiscal activity oe the

151 OVERVIEW Theatres discussrd in Section One and, because of similar operatin'

and'accounting procedures,can be examined and comPared in more. detail, yiel

trends and comparisons whish may be applicable to the entire field.

where the money went
Or

During the 1976 seaSon, the 49 CORE Theatres spent a totof $44,295,869,

or an average of $903,997.

The 28 TCG CONTrOL GROUP organizations, surveyed for each of the p4st

three years, increased in budget by 10.6A since,1975 Their previous years

budgetary increase averaged 9.2. Taking Lnto consideration that the Consumer

Price Index (CPI) grew .by 9.3%to.rthe year nendg June. 197S, and only 4-81, fox

the year ending June, 1976, it is clear that..a surge in r--1 growth too!*: place



IIamong resident theatres in 1976.

IITotal Expenses for TCG
. CONTROL GROUP

1

TABLE III

1975 1976

10

% Budget % CPI

Increase- Increase

9.3

X Actual
Growth or
(Decline)

10.1)

% Actual
% Budget % E:1I Growth or
Increase Increase (Decline)

10.6, 4.8

Theatres in the FORD CONTROL GROUP flave also demonstrated continued

growth through 1976 and are now 192.2% larger in budget! size Ian theiv werevin

I/ although the,CPI increase over the decade reduces this growth to;about

1

115% in actual fiscal expansion.

-The following expense items emerge for the 49 CORE Theatres:

TABLE TV

SIGNIFICANT EXPENSE CATEGORIES FOR 49 THEATRES4
Eipenie Items $ Amount

Total Expenses 44,295,869

Administrative Salaries/Fees 6,427,651

Artistic Salaries/Fees 11,726,536

Royalties 963,431

Production/Technical Salaries/Fees 5,121,689

TOTAL SALARIES/FEES/ROYALTIES 24,239,307

Facility Expenses 3,224,998

Subscription & Promotion Expenses
(Salaries not included) 3,938,284

Materials & Equipment 3,295,921

t of Total
Expenses

100.

14.

26.5
2.2

11.6
54.7

The TCG tONTROL GROUP data reveal thi't the costs of royalties and

promotion both advanced an average of 14%

7.3

8.9
7.4

1976 and that expenses for materials

and equipment rose by 24.7%, more than twice the rate of increase experience

ifor overall expenses.

Salaries, fees, and royalties clearli, continue to dominate theatre budgets,

'as they have to approximately the same extent for a decade. A look at the

5.8

28 TCC CONTROL GROUP Theatres shows that slaries and fees,Croyalties are excluded



from TCG CONTROL GROUP data, APpendix D) increase at toughly the same pace as the

theatres' overall budgets, ranging from 53.9% of expenses in 1975 td 53.313

in 1976. What "slippage" in personnel costs as a percent of expenses that has

occurred is accounted for by the factahat, as theatres grow in size, their salary

and fee outlays dip slightly as a proportion of the organization's overall

budget. This phenomenon is caused by the-17er increases in costs of admin-

istration, facilities, development, and promotion atcompanying institutional growth. II

Taken all together, saiaries, fees, fringe benefits, royalties, d other

personnel costs account for about two-thirds of a theatre's budget. A n eed, it is

this high ratio of personnel expenses that indirectly--but inevitably--cause

cost of living increases to have an unusual affect on theatres' overall eXpenses.'

empiownent
In 1976 the CORE Theatres employed 6,300 peOple, more than one-third of

whom were hired on a season-long, full-time basis. Actor-employment weeks totaled

32,787.

The TCG CONTROL GROUP data show that, although the total number of fulr-

time employees slipped 7.3% from 1974 to 1975, there was a resurgence in 1976,

when full-time, season-long employees jumped 11.2% to an average of 57.5 per

theatre. The table below indicates categories of.theatre employees for the

49 CORE Theatres:

TABLE V

STAFF-COMPILATIONS FOR 49 THEATRES

TOTAL AVERAGE

Administrative
Production/Technical
Non-acting Artistic
Actors
TOTAL

Season-Long
Full-Time

Jobbed-in
Part-Time TOTAL

Season-Long-Jobbed-in
Full-Time Part-Time TOTAL

772
668

,261
430

567

1,067
562

7,966

1,339
1,735

823
2,396

15.8
13.6
5.3
8.8

11.6
21.8
11.5
40.1
85.0

27.3
35.4
16.8
48.9

2,131 4,412 6J293 43.5 128.5

1



audience
During the 1976 season, attendance at the resident and touring performances

of the CORETheatres exceeded 6.7 million, with performances taking place in all

4

but two of the WITEates and in Canada, Mexico, and Europe. The average percent

of capacitY on the mainstage waS 78.8%, and 15 theatres reported attendance

exceeding 90%-of capacity.

I.

Do 4.4

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION FOR 49 THEATRES

12

Dots indicate the 40 -aties served by the 49 CORE Theatres. Shading

indicates states served by resident and touring performances.

As the following table indicates, the theatres collectively presented 15,317

performances of 522 productions. An "average" theatre'offered 312.6 performances
es,

of 10.7 productions over'a performing season of 27.4 weeks. Roughly two-thirds-

(

of these performances were offered as part of mainstage season0.

11,
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TCC ANNUAL FIS5,4 SUPNEY (1975-76)

FINANCIAL AND STATISTICAL COMPILATIONS

CATEGORY

Total Expenses

Earned Income

Earnings (Gap)

Unearned /ncome 41/r

Total Income

income Surplus or (Gap)

Number of Productions

Number of Performances

Total Attendance

APPEND= A

(FOR 151 ovEavLai THEATRES)

95 OF-TOTAL

EXPENSES
$ TOTAL $ AVERAGE

77,280,405 511,791 100.0

48,022,826 318,032 62.1

(29,257,5791 (193,759) 37.8

27,128,152 179,657 35.1

75,150,978 497,689 97.2

(2,129,427) (14,102) 2.8

TCTAL VERAGE

1,691 11.2

34,232 226.7

11,943,383 79,095
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A STATEMENT FROM THE BLACK THEATRE ALLIANCE
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The Black Theatre Alliance Staff



Ten years ago when the artistic directors of seven small struggling, but

alive'New York-based black theatre companies joined together to form

the Black Theatre Alliance, a giant step was taken ih black cultural history.

Though individual .black artists had previously involved themselves in coopera-

tive ventures, this was the first time that theatre cdmpanies had voluntarily

joined forces.

Their motivation was two-fold. It was the time of the Black Conscious-

ness Movement when there was constant stress on working together in cooperative

efforts. Secondly, the companies had discovefred, through a series of illumina-

ting'but painful expelitlnces,.that seven small, developing black theatre com-

panies were in no position to compete with the larger, older and more "acceptable" 11

white arts institutions for funding and press attention.

Now, soma ten years later, the Alliance has grown into an organization of

61 black theatre and dance-Companies, located not, only in Manhattan and Brooklyn,

but also in Queens, Staten Island, Westchester County, Albany, Buffalo and New-

burgh, New York, New Orleans, Seattle, Detroit, Philadelphia and astin, Texas.

Artists such as-Alvin ALley, George Faison, Vinette Carroll, Joseph Walker,
411

Rosetta LeNoire, Woodie King, Jr. and 48 others have joined their companies

into one Alliance.

Significantly enough, many of the companies who have joined BTA subsequent

to 1968 were motivated by the same factors that conronted the original seven

founders back in 1968. Over the years funds for black-arts groups have become,

/1 1



if anything, harder to get-than they wefe ten years ago as the private founda-

tions and corporate donors greatly reduced their arts donations. -Thut, the

black arts grovps have become very dependent on funding from governmental

sources such as State Arts Councils and The National Endowment on the Arts.

A few foundations remain sympathetic to our cause; however, since none of

these monies are infinite, competition becomes more and mare fierce. (Sufficient

#
funding, therefore, remains the most seri* problell which confronts the Black

Theatre Alliance and its member companies. )

However, there is another problem which, in many ways, is a reflection of

the funding problem: Cthe continued treatment of black arts activity by most of

the major press as a kind of exotic side show to be occasionally patronized

rather than viewed as the vital part of the American cultural scene that it is.

Moriver, it must be made abundantly clear that the work of Black theatre

and dance artists and companies does not require the press for aesthetic vali-

dation. Yet, given the absolute reality of being forced to compete with "major-

ity-oriented" institutions for funds, and'since those who control funding are

influenced by attention given arts groups in the press, we are forced to become

concerned. Neglect in the daily papers affects our ability to attract funds.)

Like practically every other arts institution in this country, black or white,

large or small, BTA and its member companies are dependent oh outside funding

to survive and to carry out our artistic objectives.

In the December 1977 issue of Black Enterprise, a business magazine,

several prominent arts people were asked what they consider the major flaws in

the existing funding,system. Woodie King, Jr., a BTA member, said: "The main



flaw is 'that most,of the funding sources don't believe our art is really that

important. They don't believe we can be just as much experts ir6our disoipline

as anyone else. Thus, it is easier to get money from one white source if you .

have already gotten money from another." Ms. Hazel Bryant, another BTA artistic
\

director, and past president of the organization, stated that, "Oh the2publi.c

level, the major flaw is that the pot is simply not large enough. When the

public funding agencies were set up, minority arts groups were not even included

1

in their calculations; so adjustments have to be made to include us'. 14."

Ellis Haizlip, a television producer and a long-time black arts supporter, in-

sisted that the major flaw is the absence of enough qualified blacks at the fund-

ing decision-making level. "Most all of the arts funding decisions, on-both the

public and private levels," he declared, "are being made without any significant

contribution from concerned black people. . .Black,arts institutions doing

quality work should get the same consideration as white ones. The way to in-

to
sure this is to have committed black folks in on crucial funding decisions. . ."

BTA strongly supports these sentiments since a lack of proper funding

thwarts our ability to provide much needed services to our large and diverse

membership. Currently these include: an informatio'n filled monthly newsletter

which lists the activities of the member companies and which goal out to over

5,000 people in New York City and across the country; a technical training

program whose objective is to help fill the great need in black theatre and

dance circles for more, well trained, technicians; the sponsoring of a series

of symposiums and seminars on subjects of vital concern to our membership and

similar arts groups; the putting together of an annual theatre and dance festival
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I.

designed tp showcase some of our Member companies,othereby providing them with

14
thbroader e sure; e publish lling of* journal which wi provide scholarly, well-

%

researched lyses of trends and activities in black theatre alliance communi-

ties; the publish g of a resource directory of bladk theatre artists and'tech-

nicians; administrative, managerial, aesthetic, technical and career counseling

to individual artists, emergent theatre and dance groups, students, colleges,

and other arts organiiatiOns throughout the country..

111

The Al ianç, also acts as_a central source of information on,black theatre

and dance, red lying and responding to requests from all over the world including

Africa, Europe:"Tduth America and Australia. Our offices receive visitors from

around the world.

Individuals write to us. Colleges, high schools and elementary schools

,write to us, as do students and Wrofessors doing research papers, and also

aspiring young performers seeking information and advice. All these people

recognize the Alliance as a spokesman for and defender of the 'interests 9f the

biack arts community, especially its theatre andy'dance segments.

JAlthough much is being done by BTA's five erson staff, much more needs

to be done to ai our 61 member companies in their struggles for growth and

development. Much more could be done if funding were more in line with the

reality of basic needs. And we are talking about basic needs. For instance,

mention has already been made of the need for more black technicians. The same\

need exists for well trained black 'administrators. All too frequently funding

to one of our member companies has been cut off or cut back because of "sloppy"

administrative practices. Often these practilles occur, not because the



artis_tic di rector is deliberately trying to confuse things, but because he or she

does not possess total familiarity with the intricacies of administration nor

does he or she have the time to devote to these matters. In instances where

time is availatcle money to hire experts is lacking. Conversely when some money

is available, there are few qualif+ed administrators to be found. ,Yet, despite

this situation, of which many funding somrdes are aware, there is no oh-going

program set up specifically for the t ining of administrators.

BTA, if properly funded to do so, could b Tb-f great help to our membership

in both these areas. We could bring in the experts in both areas, technical

and administrative, and have them work with selected students and interns on

a regular basis. We could maintain a poo) of qualified professionals who could

provide consultant work in various business and administrative areas until soma

member oithe company was skillful enough to take over.

The Black Theatre Alliance was formed out of necessi y. Many of ose

,original needs still exist. The Alliance, true to jts or ate, is

still trying to be of service to our member rompanies in their quest to pro-

vide the American public with exciting, ipformative, creative, and entertaining

black theatre and dance.

1



AFRO AMERICAN STUDIO THEATRE
415 West 127 Street
New York, New York, 10027
Dir: Ernie McClintock
(212) 690-2477, -

%MAS REPERTORY 1114PA1iir
1 East 104 Street
New Ycak, New Yoi4k., 10029
Dix.: Rosetta Laloire
(212)

t-JILACK SPECTRUM THEATRE COMPANY
120-60 200th Street
St. Albans, New York
Di,: Carl Clay
(212) 341-2790

tiEMI-GODS
(4)5 Maitland Avenue
T,_aneck, New jers-ey, 07666
Oft: Joseph Walker
(rone)

MAW SILVpA WRITERS WORKSHOP
?JO West 125 Street
N w York, New York, 10027

Garland Lee ,Th\ompson
(212) 662-8463

,111 11/30/77
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THEATRE COMPANIES(

AFRO AMERICAN TOTAL THEATRE
36 West 62 Street
New York, New York, 10023
Dir: Hazel Bryant
(212) 581-9110

ARTS & CULTURE, INC.
5 West 125 Street

York, 11w York, 10027

Dir: Leonard Paiker
(212) 864-1261

BREWERY PVPPET TROUPE
i 1150 Sterlinj Place

Brooklyn, New York, 11205
Dii: Bradfo'fti Brewer
(212) 774-7724

THE EAST RiVER PLAYERS"
32 West 141 Street
New York, New York, 10037
Dir: Mical Whitaker
(212)' 690-1120

HARLEM CHILDREN'S THEATRE
326 West 42 Street
New York, New York, 10036
Dir: Aduke Aremu
(212) 594-0524

ALONZO PLAYERS
395 Clintoh Avenue
Brooklyn, New York, 11238
Dir: Cecil Alonzo
(212) 622-9058

BILLIE 'HOLIDAY THEATRE
1368 Fulton Street
Brooklyn, New York, 11216

Dir: Marjoiie Moon
(212) 636-7832
(212) 636-0919 (box office)

THE FAMILY
Riverside Church Theatre
490 Riverside Drive
New York, New, York , 10027
(212) 666-4900

. -
FREDERICK DOUGLASS
CREATIVE ARTS CENTER be-

1 East 104 Street
New York, New York, 10029
Dir: Fred Hudson
(212) 831-6113/6114 t

HARLEM OPERA SOCIETY
536 West Ill Street
New York, New York, 10025
Dir: Emory Taylor
(212) 666-7144
(212) 862-3000



lika.K f*AiER COMPANIEr

IARLEM PERFORMANCE CENTER
2349 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York, 10027
Dir: Geanie Faulkner
(212) 862-3000

NEW FAITH CHILDREN'S THEATRE

51 West 81 Street
New York, New Vork, 10024
Dirt Ernest Hayes
12l2) 580-8987

TATEN ISIAND,REPERTORY ENSEMBLE

45 Park Avenue
New York, New York,
Dir: Charles Thomas
(212) 348-7496

10028

WEUSI KUUMBA TROUPE
10 Clever Place
Brooklyn, 'New York, 11238
Dir: Yusef Iman
(212) 636-9400

1

a

THEATRE

MANNA. HOUSE WORKSHOPS
338 task 106 Street
Now York, New York, 10029 ,
Dir: Gloria DeNard
(212) 427-6617

NEW FEDERAL THEATRE
Henry Street Settlement
466 Grand Street
New York, New York, 10002
-Dir:Woodie King, Jr.
(212) 766-9295
(212) 926-2292

URBWARTS CORPS
26 West 20 Street
New York, New York, 10011

Dir: Vinnette Carroll
(212) 924-7820

,

I4 P iconnnueal

c.f

NATIONAL BLACK THEATRE
9 East 125 Street
New York, New York, 10035
Dir: Barbara Ann Teer
(212) 4r17-5615
(212) 427-5616

NEW HERITAGE REPERTORY
THEATRE

P.O. Box 146
Manhattanville Station
New York, New York, 10027

Dir: Roger Furman
(212) 876-3272

VOICES, INC.
49 Eduecornbe Avnue
New York, New, York, 100 31

Dir: Jesse DeVore
(212) 281-1200

1
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E TK THEATRE ALLIANCE MEMBER COMPANIES - 1977 ,

AIMS OF MODZAWE
33-29 Cr6scent Street
Lon9 Island City, New York, 11106
Dir: Alice Dinizulu
(212) 528-6279

CHUCK -DAVIS DANCE COMPANY
819 East 16a Street
Bronx, New York, 10450
Dir: Chuck Davis -
(212)&89-0400

-

ia1GENE JAMES DANCE COMPANY
04 West 43rd Street
New York, New York,
Dir: Eugene James
(212) 564-1026

10036

GEORGE FAISON UNIVERSAL DANCE
15 West End Avenue
New York, New York, 10024

.ir: George Faison
(212) 595-0693
t(212) 724-6147

IA.ROCQUE BEY DANCERS
i69 West 133 Street
New York, New York, 10030
-Dir: La Rocque Bay
;.,212) 926-0188

DANCE COMPANIES

ALVIN AILEY CITY CENTER
DANCE THEATRE

229 East 59 Street
New York, New Yorke 10022
Dir: Alvin Ailey
(212) Et32-1740
(212) $32-7250 (school)

DANCES & DRUMS OF AFRICA, INC. -
1043 President Street
Brooklyn, New York, 11225
Dir: Charles Moore
(212) 467-7127
(212) 772-1896

spalsom am ma

FRANK ASHLEY DANCE COMPANY
Henry. Street Settlement .
466 Grand Street '
New Yoik, New York, 10002
Dr: Frank Ashley
(212) 766-9200

INTERNATIONAL AFRIKAN-AMERICAN
BALLET COMPANY

187-03 Baisley Boulevard
St. Albans, New York, 11412
BnsinesdManager: Walter Ince
(212) 299-7738 -

. MARIE BROOKS CHILDREN'S DANCE
THEATRE

790 Riverside,Drive
New York, New York, 10032
Dir: Marie Brooks
(212) 281-7789

BALLET HISPANICO
167 West 89 Street
New York, New York, 10024
Dir: Tina Ramirez
(212) 362-6710

ELEO POMARE DANCE 'COMPANY
325 West 16 S4reet
New York, New York, 10011
Dir: Eleo Pomare
(212) 675-1136

FRED BENJAMIN DANCE COMPA:
243 West 55 Street
New York, New York, 10019
Dir: Fred Benjamin
(212) 582-3171

JOAN h LLER'S DANCE PIAURS
1380 Riverside Drive
New York, New York, 10033
Dir: Joan Miller
(212) 568-8854
(212)' 960-8404

OIATUNJI CENTER OF AFRICAN
CULTURE

43 East 125 Street
New York, New York, 10035
Dir: M. Babatund Olatunji
(212) none



PUERTO RICAN DANCE THEATRE
215 West 76 Street
New York, /Jew York, 10023
Dlr: Julio Torres
02) 724-1195

SOUND9N MOTION ,DANCE
290 Lenox Avenue
New York, New' York, 10027..
Dir: Dianne McIntyre
(212) 348-2460

P NIES

DANCE

1977

COMP _A NIES

RAYMOND JOHNSON DANCE COMPANY
R.D. #2 Box 145 E_
Kingston, New York, 12401:
Dir: Raymond Johnson
(914) 339-1072

WALTER NICKS DANCE COMPANY
250 West 79 Street
New York, New York, 10023
Dir: Walter Nicks
(212) 787-4557 /
(212) 6.90-9058

ROD RODGERS DANCE COMP
8 cast 12 Street
New York,New York, 10003
Dir: Rod Rodgers .

(212) 929-7560

Ws.
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AFRICAN THEAIIRE CULTURAL CENTER'S
PAUL ROBESON THEATRE

350 Masten Avenue
Buffalo, New York, 14204
Dir: Celes Tisdale
(716) 884-2013

BLACK DANCE WORKSHOP, INC.
11 East Utica Street
Buffalo, New York, 14209

Carole K. Welsh
(716) 88207676

FREE SOUTHERN THEATRE_
1328 Dryades Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70113
Dir: John O'Neal
(504) 581-5019

RITES & REASON
Brown University P.O. Box 1148
Providence, Rhode Island , 02914
Dir: George Bass
(401) 272-3718

INDIVI

Vinie Burrows
63 Avenue A
"Oew York, New York, 10009
(212) 677-4667
(212) 757-6300

1 2

THEATRE COMPANIES,

AFRO-AMERICAN PLAYERS, INC._
2434 Guadalupe
Austin, Texas, 78705
Dir: Freddie D. Gardner, jr.
(512) 477-7106

BLACK EXPERIENCE ENSEMBLE, INC,
5 Homestead Avenue ,1

Albany, New York, 12203
Dir: Mars Hill
(518) 482-6683
(518) 457-5651

HUDSON VALLEY FREEDOM THEATRE
134 Grand Street
Newburgh, New York, 12550
Dir.: Curt Stewart
(914) 565-6640

WRITERS IN RESIDENCE
11 East Utica Street
Great Neck, New York, 11020
Dir: Ann Early
(516) 829-6596

DUAL .AFFILIA"L'ES

Marc Primus
3098 California Street 41
San Francisco, California, 94115

BLACK ARTS/WEST
722 18 Avenue
Seattle, Washington, 98122: -
Dir: Buddy Butler
(206) 329,-4111

CONCEPT EAST
19932 Livernois Avenue
Detroit, Michigan, 48221
Dir: Leonard M. Smith
(313) 2365

PHILADELPHIA DANCE COMPAN
6249 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,1913
Dir: Joan Myers Brown
(215) 472-5015
(215) 472-9702

FREEDOM THEATER
1346 North Broied Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 191
Dir: John E. Allen, Jr.
(215) P0 5-2793

Woodie King, Jr.
417 Covent Avenue
New York, New York, 10031
(212) 926-2292

1 2
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THEATRE COMPANIES

5ructio

Afro-AmericaniTheatre, directed by Ernie McClintock, was started around 1968.
The seating capacity at the theatre is 110. The capacity sold last year WIL3 4boUt II

403é , with al:out 20% returning more than once. They-have no membership list, although

they have had one in the past; they do not plan to start a new one. The CoMpan

tours churhces, schools, and other theatres. They usually paatto larger audiences I
on tour. The company receives funding from the National Endowment for the Arts.,
and the New York State Council on the Arts. The Company has been working with thew.

tre technicians in Nigeria, West Africa and in Southern Africa.
11

The Hudson Valley Freedom Theatre was founded in August of 1972. The house has

a seatifig capacity or 5uu. The =nor of professionals involved i3 22. The per-.

centage of seating capacity sold last year is 40%, and 80% returned more than

once. They have a memberahip list of 500 names. The company tours prisons, and

performs as part Of street theatres. They have received funding from, the Housing

and Urban DovelopMent county agencies and individuals.

The Free Southern Theatre started'its operation in June of 1964. They have about

six professionals working with them and a seating capacity of 100 where they cus-

tomarily perform. The Company estimates that-70% of the seats were sold last year,

with an additional 65% returning to see other performces. They* have no membership

list. The company taums collages, commmnity centers, libraries. They receive

80% of their fnnding from, foundation sources and 20% from individuals.

The FrankSilvera Tfriters' Workshop began in 1973, and has about 200 people involved

in it presently. Seating capacity at performances is about 100, and they havev.

meMbership list that numbers about 350. The workahop has had interactions with Ger--

man writer, who cam to exchange ideas and see the workshop's work.

AMAS Repertory Theatre began in 1969, and has 53 profossion4ls Working with it at

the present time. Thei; seating capacity numbers 94, and t4ie theatre was able to

sell 85% of capacity laSt year. 85% of that audiences is e timated to have re-

turned more than once. They do not have a membership list, but they plan to hive

one in the future. In the summers in New York, the company goes on tour at schools,

parks, halls, in the streets and for senior citizen's groups. The director of tho

Theatre has appeared on television. Fudning 13 mostly from the Exxon Corporation

and the National andowmant for the Arts.

6
Franklin Tho Little Theatre gave its first professional performance in 1952.

The audiences t usually performa to numbers about 125, and 55% of seating capacity
1(elms sold last ar. They' have a Membership list of over 00 names, The company

does go on tour, usually to cosmnnity -based institutions ke hospitals and 'eenior

oitisen centers. It also has done television performances. \
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The Family was founded in 1973. It comprises a professional compAny of sixty-five
members and has a seating capacity of 250 in a theatre in which they customarily
perform. The company sold 40% of its theatre seats last year and has retained
more than 30%.of their audienca who returned. The compaey holds a Membership list,
tours across the country in piisons, college, parks;and receives contributions
and grants from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Ne'w York State Council
on,the Arta. They toured Holland, Germanywrith Miguel Pinero's Short Eyes a few
years -ago.

Al Fann Theatrical Ensemble was founded in 1965. Thi protetsionals who make up
the compagy number about fifty. They have no theatre house and perform no shows.
They h ve in addition no membership list and do not plan to initiate one. The

does tour, however, and plays in peblic schools and colleges when they do.
Dr. Helen Johnson, writing of Fenn saids

Farm's own play, King Heroin, first appeared in community facilities in the
:Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. The

theatre sites included schools, hospital, community centers, and the streets
themselves.

Farm's Ensemble is presently functioning as a workshop.

The Billie Holiday Theatre gave its first performance ih 1972. It has twenty

professionals presently working there. The seating capaciti is roughy 200 people.
Since the theatre 13 predominently associated with theatre parties, it is diffi-

cult to assess the Empuldapr percentage of audience capacity sold last year. MS.

Moon simply said a great deal was sold last year. The Theatre sold 50% of its

-seats last year with a Phenomenal 90% returning more than once. They don't tear,

nor do they have a memberihip list. They do, however, receive contributions.

The Theatre has been a house for at least 50% of the other B.T.As companies. They

have had cooperated theatrically with the Caribbean Theatre Companies.

The Afro-American Total Theatre was started in 1969 an&is directed by Hazel

Bryant. It employe ten professionals, and has a seating capacity of =Ft° 200.
More than 70% of these sates were sold last sear with at least 50% returning

more than onbe. They play to larger audiences when they tour.. And they play in

parks, community centers, elderly homes on the road. They are presently being

funded by federal, state and city agencies. They have had contact mitkx and co-

operated with Haitia, Africa and Guyana. The Theatre does not have a membership

The Alonzo Players, headed by Ceoil Alonzo, has been performing since 1968 with

its first Professional debut. They have 33 professionals invnlved with the cora-

pany. The Theatre in which they customarily perform houses about 250 people. Of

that total about 79% was sold daring the 1975-76 season, with an equally large per-

centage of 70% returning more than once. The company tour, colleges, universities

in at least fifteen different states, and is involved with,Countries like Guyana,

St, Thomas in the Virgin Islands, and South American countAes. They receive con-

Ittibutions from private'and public sources including the New' York State Council on

the Arts. They have no membership list, although they intend to start one.
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Black Arts West began in 1973, and presently has 23 people working with it.
Their audience seating capacity is 300, and they were able to sell 60 to 65%
of their capacity last year. 50% of their audiences returned more than once for
their performances. The company has a subscription list ami they are making
plans to begin a Membership list. The company does go on tour to colleges and
community-based inhtitutions. They have appeared, on local television and have
cooperated with countriesaatside of the United States. Most of their funding
comes from foundations, government agencies, businesses and individuals.

The Black ExTerience Ensemble, Inc. '<darectea by Mars Hill, has been performing
since'1968, end has 20 professionals with it at the present time. Their seating
capacity is 500, and the Ensemble sold 50% of capioity last year. 90% of the
audiences is estimated to have ed more than once to see their performances.
They have a subscription list thareMbers from one to two thousand. Company
tours take them to:calleges and comnunity-based institutions. Their appeats
have been aired on television, and they hams run t.v. spots, which is estimated
to have reached 700,000 to 1,000000 viewers. They would like to have more in-
teraction with othercountries, aed have made contacts at Festao (in Nigeria) and
in Jamaica. The)Masemble gets most of ite funding from the New York State Council
an the Arts, as well as privately from businesses and individuals.

The African Theatre Culteral Center, directed hy Ed Smith, began in 1968. end Nis
8 peoplA,working with it at the present time. The theatre in Which it usualiy
performs seats 137 people, and since January of this year (1977), the seating

has been at least 75% filled. The theatre hae a 500-name membership list, and
plans to expend the list in the future. At the present time, the compaey does

not go on tour. Its major source of funding is the New York State Council an the

Arts. They have appeared on television indirectly through the director's univer-
sity community graupa. The Center was the co-founder of Toronto Black Theatre
Workshop and has done exnhange viewing of plays.

The Harlem Opera Society began in 1959. It is dUmposed of-23 profes-

sionals. They normaliy perform in a 1,500 to 2,000 seat theatre. They sold 75%

of their seats last year and they tour mainlY with few porfoAUntes in New York,
in commanities, auditorints açd theatres in other cities. They have appeared on

televisian and performed in CLnnda and France.

'Micas, Inc. began at Carnegie Hail ontAugust 12, 1963. They have 33 people in-

volved with the compaey. They have ten members in the regional compaey and 20

members in the national compaey. The other members are aro management pereonnel.

Because the compaey tours exclusively, tiey have no regular theatrepurse, But
when,they tour, they perform in municip4l. auditoriums, opera houses, and theatres of 11

various kinds. They receive funding f: m NEA and NYSCA. The company has appeared

on television and holds a Peabody Award or expellence. They have also appeared

in Theatre- of Nations, Paris.
131
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The Earlem Children's Theatre gave its first professional performance in 1971.

They Save presently 100 professionals involved with the company. They perform

usually in a theatre that seats about 440. Last year, 75;o' a their seats were

sold, and 45% of the audience returned more than once. They have no memberihip

lists, but they do plan to initiate one. The Company tours colleges and sdhools

and usually plays to larger audiences while onctour. The company have appeared

an television, and receives funding from foundations and other sources. TheY

also have had contact with theatre companies outside the United States.

Concept East (Detroit, Miligan) began performing professiortally in 1969. They

have, at the present time, 50 professionals as a part of theLcamPanY. They usu-

ally perform in a theatre seating at leait 500. Last year, 75% ortheir seating

was sold, with 90% returning more tun once. The company does tour,

but does not believe their audiences are larger than when they perform at home.

They do receiye Contributions and the teurs uSually take them to colleges and tni=

versities. They have also worked with other theatre companies outside the United

States.

I



DAliCE COMPANIES
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Alvin.Ailey City Center Dance Theatre first began in 1958. .7be-number of pro-

fessionals involved now is 80. The seating capacity of the theatre in 'which they
usually perform is 3,000; and in the fiscal year 1975-76, 70* of the seating 1413
sold. Out of that e4Mber, 55% returned more than once. The company has a member..
ship list of 700 people, called the Friends of Alvin Alloy. The Company tours

colleges and univellsities. The Alvin Ailey School teaches dance to over 5,000
*members. They receive fUnds from NiscA, NBA and private contributor,. They per-,

( torm yearly in countries sucli as Japan, Africa, Cuba, Spain, Venezuela, and Is-

rael. The Company has appeared on television-a =Mbar of times.

.The Ballet Hispanico, which involves 39 professionals, gem its first professional

//,' performance in 1970. They porn= to audiences numbering from 350 to 700. 70%

of capacity was sold last year, and 50% of that audience returned more than ance.
Their membership list numbers about 100, and they receive private and public con-

tributions. When the company goes pp tour, theyperform at universities, theatres,

and schools. They have appeared on television in the past.

_

The Olatunji Center of African Seltur4 was formed in 1957. They have about 50

professionals involved with the. hompany. The company receives funding from ,

the NYC Cultural Affairs Office, NEA and :MCA. TIwy tour mostly colleges and

public schools. The eompaprhas aPpeared on many t.v. ohows, including Johmrly

Carson, and Mery Griffin. They have been cooperative in dance and other aspects

of the African aesthetic with Japan, Africa, and the Caribbean.

The La Bourne Bey Dancers started in 1960. They have 50 professional dancers,

drummers, and other technicians as part of their organization. They usually play

to peaked auditoriums, stadiums with capacities between 5,000 and 50,000. Last

year, they sold 25% of their seats. But at least 50% returned more than once.

They tour concert halls, stadiums, theatres, and univerAties ail overthe Unitel

States. They have been involved in various 000perative aesthestic (endeavors with

countries such as Canada, West Germany and erica.

,)

1

1
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The Rod Rogers Dance Company, made up of 28 professionals, first performed in 1967,

Its audiences nuMber from 200 to 2,000, and last year, the company sold up to 80%

of capacity. 80% of the audiences returned more than once to see their performances.

They do not, nor do they plan to have, membership lists. Company tours braught

them to university campees and theatres. They have appeared as well on televisian,

and have traveled to the Virgin Islands. Their major sources of funding is from

the National Endowment for the Arts and the New Iork State Council on the Art*.

The Buffalo Black Dance Workshop is headed by Carole Welsh. The Company ran its

first performances in 1972. It consists of nine professionals, and has normal

theatre seating capacity of 325. The Company sold 70% of its seats last year,

and 35% return/Aorta more than one performanoe. They have an informal membershipp

list. The company tau= high sChools, '..charches, colleges and other theatres. They

receive NEA and NYSCA funding.

The Phiiadeaph.iaLence Company performed professionally in 1972 with 9 members.

They have an enormous theatre, seating 1,100. They sold 75% of their house in

1975-76, and retained 50% of that number who returned at least twice. They main

tain a membership list but does,not tour. They also receive contributions. They

have appeared on television.

Walter Nicks Dance Company was started in 1972. .

The Company tours theatzes and unlversity

flails, and auditoriums. They receive funds from the New York State Council on

the Arts, and individuals, and has appeared on television.

The Fred Benjamin Dance Company was begun in 1972. It now has a professional

company of 20, and a seating capacity of 500. Exactly. 100% of these seats were

sold during the last year, with 75% returning more than once. The company has a

memberShip list-of 500, and receives funds from C.A.P.S., H.I.S.C.A. the

director, Fred Benjamin, has taught in Holland, France, Switzerland, Spain, and

has choreogra for the Mbdern Dance Company of Finland. He is currently trying

to build a audience when the company tours abroad.

Joan Miller and the ChaMber Arts/Dance/Players were founded in February 1970.

The number of professionals involved is 15. The seating capacitY is 200, with

90% sold in 1976--end 45% returning more than onde. They have a membership of

4,000 and plays on tour to universities, churches. The company has appeared on

television.

1 3
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The Raymond Johnson Dance Company first performed ftrofessionally in 1974. The

Company cofisistS of eight professionals. They normally perform in a theatre with

seating capacity between 200 and 400, They tour universities, minorit7 cultural
centers throuielouttnited States. The funding sources are YEA and NYSCA.

The Dianne McIntyre Sounds in Motion Dance Visions began in 197L and is now com-
prised of twenty profeesionals. They usually Perfokm in a thearre whose seating

capacity is 500. 80% of capacity is estimated to have been sold last year, with

a nominal percentage coming back more than once. Ahoy do hot have a mailing list,
and they do not plawone at this time. They do ge on tour to universitiee, and
funding comes mostly from NEA and NYSCA, with little or no private funding. They

have,Cappeared oh prime time television in the past.

The Eugene James Dance Company started in 1967 with its first performance at the

/ERA. The company consists of 17 meMbors. The seating capacity in the theatre

they'uscfally poemn in seats 250. They have a membership list, and tley tour

collogle and public schools during the year.

The Eleo Pomare Dance,Company performed for the first time in 1958. MAW have a
total of 23 dancers, and they usually perform in a theatre that seats from 350 to

3,000. During the year 1975-76, they sold 60% of their seats, and 40% returned

more than once. They do not at this time have a membership list, but they do plan

to start one in Fall 1977. The ComPany tours and usually plays to larger audiences

on tour in concert halls, auditoriums and collages. They have received funding from

YEA, MCA and private contributions. 'Timmy also have appeared on television.
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The fiscal problems of both New York State and New York City represent

a faadamental limitation on the prospect of govarnmental support at levels

A

which,are anything like adequate. New York City, for example, has only a

total of 1.5 million, dollars,: in 1976, and 1.4 million La 1977-78 to distribute

as program grants to all of the cultural institutions in the City.* The

vast bulk of even these small sums is, however, committed to lonirstanding

institutions such as Lincoln Center, the Brooklyn Philhardionic, and

Shekespeare in the Park. La fact, the City-has only $240?000 par year t40-
. ,

distribute on a coMpetitive basis to all Of the other cultural institutions

in the city. This means thee the City can only make about 75 grants ranging

from $100 to $ 500 in the year 1977-78; end they will only fund 50 percent

of-ewy project.**

4 Md-tba past the City's contribution to minority arts groups has

been barely Hispanic groups received only .03 percent of

discre4onary program fUnds and Black arts groups less than one percent last

year. This is a policy which is LI the process Of being changed, and we

can only strongly recommend, and insist, that the City recognize the impr

importance of using its limited funds to benefit the population of a tity which

is now 42 porint now-white. W. also recommend that there be a ten-fold
44

increase ilthe amount of discretiodary funds available for programmatic

development. This seems a barely adequate level of funding for so crucial

a resource.

*The bulk o theiDepartment of Cultural Affairs budget of roughly

22 million dollars is committed to fixed capital budget allocations to

"primary institutions" like the Metropolitan Museum and the Bronx Zoo.

**Department of Cultural Affairs. Program Guidelines: 1977-78.

April, 1977, p. 7.
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The City has also eatablished a useful set of guidelines for determdn-

ing which cultural groups should receive a share of the available funds.

The City's first priority is to fund programs that reach "communities

inadequately served by elisting cultural resources." This need can be most

clearly,directly, and immediately met by Blacktheatre and dance companies

which have been developing outreach cultural institutions, ihd Atreet

theitare, to neighborhoods without any other means of culturalmedia.

/ In order to more effectively deal with the many difficult policy and
-,\

prorram decisions concerning the allocation of limited resoutces in a

predominantly Black and'Hispanic city, it is recommended that the Mayor's

Committee on Cultural Policy-be expanded to include representatyes of

Black theatre and dance. At present, there are no representatives from

either the Black or Hispanic cpmmunities on thia committee.

With limited resources it is clear that there are a number of ways

of improving the short and longrterm fiscal options of cultural institutions.

One of the moW6 innovative and useful has been the formation of a short-term

loan program by the Theatre Development Fund and the Cultural Council Founda-

A

tion. Theyse of limited funds to invest in certificates of deposit Which

then are multiplied by banks, such as Chase, for low-interest, short-term

loans solves one -of the-needs of theatreAand dance companies for cash flow

deficits. This program cOuld readily be expanded, by the judicious use of

City, or.State, deposits or through the investment of a small portion of

revenue sharing funds. The approach to solving the shot -term, cash flow

problems of companies should, however, be augmented with a low-interest,

long-term loan program for investment in capital improvements in such

things as lighting equipmentstage props, and the rehabilitation or refur-
.

1,
bishing of theatres.
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Another method of improng the utilization of scarce resources

is to pool limited funds to support technical assistance organizations such

AA BTA and AHA. These organizations need to be treated by funding agencies

separate and necessary adjunct to the effective management and support

of minority arts programs. They should not be put in the position of

competing for funds with performing companies but established as a separate

category of need. These institutions, when freed fraa the debilitating

necessity of stariing alive, can provide a range of technical and audience'

development services tO smaller companies. The principles of economy of

scale will work with administrative and other concerns, and is clearly an

area of service welcomed by Black theatre and dance companies.

It is also clear that the maintenance of such institutions will

supply some of the expertise to respond to the objection that money alone is

not the answer to the problems of many theatre and dance comPanies. It is

indeed vital to find the fle*ible mechanisms for assisting smaller companies

to develop so that they can creatively and efficiently handle additional

resources. Such services can assist developing companies to develop

logically and consistently. ,Sluch mechanisms can then begin to evaluate

the needs of member companies establishing priorities of need. These

self-defined priorities_can then be utilized ia the formulation of consistent,

lour-term policies and funding goals of use in integrating federal, state,

local, and private funding. Clearly, there is a need to beginIto tackle

the absence of a coordinated policy for all levels of fending 4nd assistance.

1
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